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Pilgrimage in 1976 . 
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State. 
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only into the graveyards but into a study of the 
philosophie of individuals. He took his undergrad-
uate degree at Cornell University and has done further 
study at University of Chicago, Harvard and M.l.T.; 
hi work has been in in urance, in marketing and sales 
promotion and most recently in consulting and coun-
eling. 
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Dr. Constantine Hering became President of the 
North American Academy in Allentown in its form-
ative stage when merely thirty-three years of age. 
Already a world traveler, Hering had served as medi-
cal missionary in South America. Professor, exe-
cutive, editor and author, he was the driving force 
behind the new Lehigh Valley institution. 
Layout and 
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2lJltcricat~ ~ir~t 6)erlualt IDlebical ecOool 
by Ned D . Heindel 
and Natalie I. Fo ter 
ed D. Heindel 
The re ident of ea tern Penn Ivania in the early 
19th century were fa ed with a \ ide ariet of medical 
alternative in time of illne . Orthodo phy ician 
with degree from e tabli hed medi a l hool prac-
ticed ide by ide with Penn I ania Dutch pow-wow 
doctor with their incantation and harm, Thom on-
ian herbali t with their patented botanical therapy 
y tem and hydropath with their belief in the urati e 
power of water. During thi time Penn yl ania' 
German- peaking area pro ed to be a ferti le eed-bed 
for homeopathy, the leading unorthodo medical y tem 
in early America. The orthampton and Lehigh 
County region became the ite of the fir t homeo-
pathic medical ociety, medical journal and medi a l 
teaching co llege in America. The medi al journa l a 
primarily a German la nguage publication, the la nguage 
of in truction at the co llege wa excl u i ely German 
and the profe or were drawn from the Penn ylvania 
German immigrant in the region. To under tand 
why this unu ual medical y tem germinated and grew 
in the Lehigh Valley, one mu t examine the uropean 
roots of homeopathic theory and the medica l and ocial 
climate in thi s region of Pennsylvania in the early 
1800's. 
Homeopathy wa the creation of amuel hri tian 
Hahnemann (1755-1843), a German phy ician trained at 
the Universities of Leipzig, Vienna and rlangen. 
Hahnemann became di enchanted with the o-called 
heroic medical practice of the day (bleeding, blistering, 
purging, leeching) becau e of the suffering the e method 
inflicted upon patient . In homeopathy, he e pou ed 
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The diploma of the orth American Academy of Hom-
eopathia wa printed in three parts with the wording 
in Eng/i h, German and Latin. 
air a nd a re olutionary concept of medication known 
a the law of imilar. "imilia imilibu curantur" 
(let like be cured by like) wa the central credo 
of homeopath. trictly peaking, thi idea wa not 
new with Hahnemann , for Hippocrate had tated in 
the 4th century BC that " medicine cure di ea e 
imilar to tho e they produce. " 
Hahnemann believed that a medicinal agent could be 
haracteri zed or "proven" by the et of ymptom it 
au ed in a healthy per on. The phy iological mani-
fe tations after do ing with a ub tance would ho\ 
the ital power of the organi m that the drug 
wa capable of mobilizing . When an ill per on di -
played the ame set of ymptom a a re ult of 
di ea e, that di ea e could be cured by taking the 
imilar - the drug that produ ed tho e ame mptom. 
In the homeopathic view, the ymptom were reall 
the body' natural defen e pro e e at work fighting 
the di ea e, not the di ea e it elf. 
Samuel Hahnemann (1755-1843) formulated the basic 
law of his new homeopathic medical system ("similia 
similibus curantur" or "let likes be cured by likes ") 
in the early 19th century. Hisfirst major medical text, 
The Organon, appeared in 1810 and helped to popular-
ize homeopathy in the New World. 
Hahnemann also prescribed that homeopathic med-
icines (extracts and tinctures of plants , minerals , ele-
ment and even some animal exudates) be admin-
istered in high dilutions. He believed that the potency 
of a drug was inversely proportional to its concentra-
tion: the les one took, the greater the effect for, 
in fact, the drug was merely stimulating the body' s 
recuperative powers. 
These two unique theories concerning how medicinal 
agents functioned and what quantity of a substance 
should be administered as treatment constituted the 
main differences between homeopathic and e tablished 
medicine in the 19th century. The traditional allo-
paths promoted no unified theory of drug action. 
They administered large quantities of unpleasant and 
often downright poisonous substances in an effort to 
drive illness from a patient. I ndeed the idea that medi-
cine had to taste bad to be effective was popularized 
during this period. Homeopaths relied exlusively on 
the law of similars to match symptoms with treatments. 
They usually administered analytically insigni ficant 
amounts of medicinal agents to their patients. At 
least their medicaments did not make a patient feel worse 
than he already felt. One unwritten law of homeo-
pathy was "Above all, do not harm." 
The spread of homeopathy was aided by the fact 
that Hahnemann was a prolific writer. His treatise, 
Die Organon der homoopatischen Heilkunde, o:-iginally 
publi hed in I 10, a\\ no fe\\er than five ub e-
quent edition. umerou other book and medi al 
article by Hahnemann introduced homeopath) to Ger-
man- peaking intellectual in \\itzerland, u tria, the 
German tate and among German emigrant. The 
latter con equently accounted for the entrance of homeo-
pathy into Penn I ania. ith it blend of herbal 
cure familiar to the folk-medicine practitioner in 
the area and the erman language \ hich wa \ ell 
e tabli hed in the region due to the pre ence of a ize-
ab le Penn yl ania Dutch community, the ne\ medi al 
ystem fou nd a rich a nd recepti e ba e on \ hich to 
grow. I t int rod uction to the new world wa due pri-
mar il y to the innuence of fou r key phy ician who 
converted to homeopathy wi th a n a lmo t me ianic 
zea l. 
Will iam Wes elhoe ft emigra ted to the United tate 
from witzerl and ea rl y in the 19th century and e ta b-
Ii hed a medi ca l practi ce in Bath, Penn ylvania, e eral 
miles northeast of Allentown. He read and tudied 
the Organon, ent to him by hi fa ther in 1824, 
but remained unconvinced of the basic homeopa thic 
phil osoph y. In addition to foundin g a busy general 
practi ce, We selhoeft oon became a very succe sful 
and renowned eye surgeon. In 1828 he was confronted 
by a patient with a fetid polypu of the nose that 
had been uncurable by allopathic means. He finall y 
tri ed one of the homeopathic remedies ent to him 
four years earlier and effected a cure in three months. 
Fascinated by thi development, Wes elhoeft reduced 
hi s medical practice drasti cally and engaged in full-
time study of the new medical system. We selhoeft's 
fath er supplied him with homeopathic information sent 
from Europe, a did a friend of his father, Dr. 
Stapf in Germany . Stapf was a diligent author and 
provided Wes elhoeft with a complete set of the Archiv 
Fur die homoopatische Heilkunst, an early German 
homeopathic journal begun by Stapf in 1821. Wessel-
hoeft was also shipped homeopathic medicines through 
the generosity of a college colleague, Dr. Siegrist, of 
Basel, Switzerland . 
Henry Detweiler arrived in Philadelphia from Basel 
in 1817. He had studied medicine at the University 
of Freiburg, Germany, and emigrated just prior to 
receiving hi diploma. After serving as an assistant 
in the office of Dr. Charles H. Martin in Allentown, 
he opened his own office in 1818 in Hellertown, 
twelve miles south of Bath. He did not, in fact, 
hold an M.D. but degrees were not required at that 
time for medical practice. 
Sometime in the mid-1820's, Wesselhoeft and Det-
weiler became close personal friends and began a series 
of informal medical meetings. One of their meeting 
places was the Moravian Pharmacy at 420 Main Street 
in Bethlehem. The pharmacist-physician in Bethlehem 
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The origillal a ell1bly ile jor Pellll y l vania hOllleopalh in 1 28 wa the home oj Wm. 
We elhoejloll hestllllt Ireel i ll Balh . n illjorillal "chool"jor Ilidenl homeopalhs 
wa held here unlil aboul, 1834. 
at that time was Dr. John ~ berhard Freitag (1764-
I 46), al a erman immigrant with a badground 
imilar to tho e f Wesse lh eft and Detwei ler. Frei-
tag had been a respected ap thecary and la ph sician 
in the M ravian c mmunit for man ea r ~ and had 
ev n written a I opu lar treati e on eterinary medici ne 
entitled Der DellI che Pjerde-Arzl. oon after the 
commencement of th meeting, Freitag abandoned 
traditi nal practice and became a h meopath. , honl 
after - reitag's c n er ion, Dr. J hn Romig f Ilen-
t wn join d th e group. Romig wa a y ung all o-
p thic phy ician with a ucce sful prac ti ce and an 
enviab le popularity among patient s and c lIeagu e~ alik e. 
hese f ur ucce 'sful and respec ted ph y ician or-
ga ni;,ed in an effort to sprea d the t e n e t ~ of th e homeo-
pathic sys tem throu gh ut the area, Out of their asso-
ciat i n grew an informal scho 101' homeopath in Bath, 
Pennsy lva nia , Allh ugh the school in Bath never 
ga ined official deg ree-gra nt ing tatu s, from 1829 to 
1835 it trained man y individuals in the homeopathic 
hea ling art. <arly in th e 1830' s, however, the group 
bega n to explore ways to convert th eir informal pro-
gram into a formal degree-gra nting institution. 
By December, 1833, the four decided they needed 
a home path of considerable eminence to head their 
sc ho I. Dr . onsta ntine H ering (1800-1 0), who had 
ju~t moved fr m hi s mis ionary po t in Paramaribo, 
urinam, t Phil adelph ia, was ju t uch a figure. 
Ithough on l 3 years old , Dr. H ering wa already 
an internationally kno nand we ll -re pected homeo-
pathic physici n. H ering wa to be the pi ritual and 
intellectua l corn r tone upon \ hich the homeopathic 
teaching co llege as built. 
n Januar I , I 34, the plan for the co llege to be 
located in All ent wn v ith Dr . H er ing a Pre ident and 
principle in tru ctor wa propo e I and adopted at a 
mee ting at Dr . H ering' Philadelphia home. Financial 
backing and lega l incorporation were arranged that year 
and die ord-Amerikani che Akadelllie der hOll7oo-
palischell /leilklll/ I wa officiall founded on pri l 10, 
1835. I n betwee n the planning and founding of the 
Academy, the f ur phy ician aloe tabli hed die I orth-
/tallll }IOII Oe el/schajl hOllloopali cher Aer~/e ( orlh-
hampt n ciety of H me pathic Ph ician) on ugu t 
2 , I 34 . ix other ehigh Valle phy ician and tv 0 
clergymen wer charter member of thi s ciet, the 
object or which wa. to ad ance the practice of honlCo-
pathy by interchange of experience and for mutual 
improvement and encouragement in the stud of the 
hea l ing art. 
Constantine Hering served as President of the first Amer-
ican homeopathic medical school and as editor of its 
official journal. After financial failure of the initial 
efforts in A llentown, Hering and a small group of Phil-
adelphia physicians including Drs. Jacob Jeanes and 
Walter Williamson, began efforts to recreate a home-
opathic school in the Delaware Valley. The Pennsyl-
vania legislature granted a charter on April 8, 1848 to 
an institution later to become Hahnemann Medical 
College. Hahnemann Medical College was not the 
first homeopathic institution, The North American 
Academy in Allentown bears that distinction. 
On May 27, 1835 the cornerstone was laid for the 
main building of the Academy in a festive ceremony 
featuring an inaugural address by Dr. Hering himself. 
Two three-story wings of the main building were erected 
south of Hamilton Street and east of Fourth Street 
in Allentown; a second building somewhat remote from 
these was planned to house the chemical laboratory 
and anatomical and dissecting rooms. The Pennsyl-
vania State Legislature granted the institution a charter 
of incorporation on June 16, 1836. Instruction com-
menced immediately thereafter. 
The faculty consisted of Drs. Hering, Wesselhoeft, 
Detweiler, Freitag, Romig and J . H. Pulte. Pulte was 
one of the students at the informal school in Bath. 
He would go on later to found the Pulte Medical 
College in Cincinnati, Ohio, and to be named United 
States ambassador to Austria. 
That the faculty aspired to high standards of compre-
hensive education was evidenced in the Constitution 
and By-Laws of the Academy. This publication was 
among the first documents issued by the school and 
was printed in both English and German . The follow-
ing branches of study were considered indispensible 
to the complete education of a homeopathic physician: 
clinical instruction, examination of the sick, pharmaco-
dynamics and materia medica, pharmaceutics and med-
ical botany, dietetics, surgery and obstetric, medical 
jurisprudence, general therapeutics, ymptomatology 
and human pathology, anatomy and physiology, zo-
ology, phytology, mineralogy, chemi try, phy ic , ge-
ology, astronomy, mathematics, hi tory of medicine 
and history of natural cience. A preparatory tudie , 
Greek, Latin and German were considered e sential 
for all courses were taught in German, and mo t 
of the homeopathic ource materials were a ailable 
in the German language only. 
Prior to their matriculation at the in titution, students 
had to pass preliminary examinations before a com-
mittee. Diploma candidates were obligated to pass a 
colloquium and present curriculum vitae and disser-
tations on medical subjects. Only those student who 
The homeopathic medical school which housed the 
North American Academy was located in Allentown 
near the intersection of Penn and Hamilton Streets. 
Constructed in 1835 it was sold by the trustees of the 
bankrupt Academy in 1843 and passed through suc-
cessive ownership until its present use as an adminis-
tration building by the Allentown Public Schools. 
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ftuftt oft. B"Stnt ift It ttlNt hfftt. AcoL mia. 
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The official journal of the Academy was published with articles in either Ger-
man or English and was edited for most of its brief two-year existence by the Presi-
dent of the Academy, Constantine Hering. 
had attended a full roster of courses and passed examina-
tions in anatomy, physiology, pathology, Materia 
Medica homeopathia, homeopathic therapeutics, surgery 
and obstetrics were entitled to a diploma . 
An early concern expressed by Romig was that the 
homeopathic materia medica be presented in a learn-
able form for the students and that English trans-
lations of German sources be prepared. During the 
first year of instruction, the faculty translated Hahne-
mann's Organon and Jahr' s Manual, a compilation 
of medicaments and their symptoms. Both trans-
lations featured prefaces written by Hering in which he 
updated information and touted the new school. Ro-
mig found the Manual pedagogically unsatisfactory and 
felt that some source should be provided that collated 
the properties of well-known drugs and medical case 
histories of their use. 
Some of Romig 's concerns were answered by the 
establishment of a journal by the Academy, Corres-
pondenzblatt der Homoopatischen Aerzte, and its 
affiliate publication, the Archivzettel. The publica-
tion, as its name implied, was a true corresponding 
journal. Physicians practicing in the community could 
submit case notes of cures effected homeopathically, 
questions about medicaments and observations about 
the utility of new remedies applied homeopathically. 
Hering served as editor of the journal and frequently 
commented directly about physicians' submissions, 
answered questions personally and occasionally wrote 
extensive editorials on medical issues . This journal 
appears to be the first American publication devoted 
exclusively to medicine as opposed to matters of general 
scientific and scholarly interest. It pre-dated the Jour-
nal of the American Medical Association by more than 
a decade. Most of the articles were published in 
German, but those received in English were printed 
in English. Business matters related to the school 
were often in English, as were announcements regard-
ing the regular meetings of the Homeopathic society. 
Perhaps this constituted an attempt to reach a wider 
audience of non-German speaking allopathic physicians 
and thereby interest them in homeopathy. 
In a further attempt to collate the known homeopathic 
materia medica and order new information on p~ovings 
sent in by numerous ph sican , the facult of the 
Academy established an archi e and appointed an ar-
chivist to manage it. The archi i t was charged \ ith 
systematically ordering the re ults of pro ing and pub-
lishing the results. The archi e of the Academy con-
tained: (1) the original hand-written ca e hi torie and 
practical experience of the homeopathic phy ician ; 
(2) a summary of all case hi torie pre iou ly publi hed 
ordered both by medicament u ed and ymptom treated; 
(3) an ordered collection of all the disorganized medical 
signs reported in homeopathic and allopathic writing, 
and (4) new symptoms of medicaments re ulting from 
provi ngs in progre s. The re ult of thi ta k a sumed 
physical form in the A rchivzettel. The e page were 
published as inserts in the Correspondenzblalt a nd Her-
ing gave explicit instructions regarding their u e. 
Every subscriber received two copies of each page of 
the Archivzettel. The pages contained columnar Ii tings 
of symptoms by key word followed by brief de crip-
tive elaborations. The symptoms were set in Gothic 
type on the left side of each column and were matched 
with medicaments set in Roman type listed on the right 
side of each column. Hering suggested that physicians 
and students cut the columns into small slips (Zettel), 
each slip containing a symptom-remedy pair. Because 
they had two copies of each page, they could then 
assemble the slips in two different notebooks: one 
arranged alphabetically by symptom, the other alpha-
betically by drug. Every physician and student could 
thereby establish his own private archive of symptoms 
and medicaments. 
Segments from the Archivzettel, published as an op-
tional insert in the Corresondenzblatt, and designed 
to enable its user to establish his own personal archive 
of homeopathic symptoms and remedies. 
. of)· 
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One of the founders of the Pennsylvania homeopathic movement was Dr. Henry Detweiler. When the Academy 
closed in 1839, he built an extensive practice in Easton, PA. His home and office occupied a portion of this building 
he owned there at Third and orthampton Streets, on the central square of the growing city of Easton. 
Unfortunately, the Corre pondenzblatt and Archiv-
zettel had a very hort run. Only fourteen i ue of 
the journal appeared at omewhat irregular interval 
between October 22, 1835 and February 8, 1837. 
All of the e i ue did not contain Archivzettel in ert . 
The Academy not only officially spon ored the journal 
but also upplied it with articles and loaned it money. 
Although no rea on i gi en for the ces ation of publica-
tion in the final is ue, one might conclude that evere 
financial 10 wa the cau e. Several plea for prompt 
payment of subscription fee and additional fee for 
receipt of the Archivzetfel were made in the la t few 
is ues. 
The Academy itself did not la t long beyond it 
journal. The medical school had deposited it funds in 
an Allentown bank which folded in the financial panic 
of the late 1830's. Formal instruction terminated in 
1839 and although numerous attempts were made to 
re-fund the institution, a terminal board meeting wa 
convened on June 14, 1843. The termination at thi 
point was merely a formality, as the school had cea ed 
operations four years earlier. The four key physician 
and their mentor had long since moved on: Hering to 
private practice in Philadelphia, Wesselhoeft to Bo ton, 
and Freitag, Detweiler and Romig to private practices 
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in Bethlehem, Hellertown and Allentown, respectively. 
Although the chool had been hort-lived, the homeo-
path a ociated with it continued to practice and the 
movement f10uri hed. The translations of homeo-
pathic text done by Hering and the faculty spread 
homeopathy out ide the German-speaking medical 
communjty and the curriculum and organizational struc-
ture of the Academy served a a model for the Homeo-
pathic Medical College of Penn ylvania (later to become 
Hahnemann Medical College) which opened in Phila-
delphia in 1848. Locally, the phy ician who erved a 
the nucleu for the Academy planned and gained con-
trol of the Allentown tate Ho pital, impo ing a require-
ment, removed only in recent year , that it uper-
intendent be a trained homeopath. 
Homeopathy, with its ideal of benign, patient-
oriented treatment, wa to modify the main tream of 
e tabli hment medicine. Con equently, the role played 
by the homeopathic pioneers in Eastern Pennsyl ania 
during the 19th century de erve an important place 
in the history of American medicine. The Allentown 
Medical School, de pite it hort time of operation, 
also de erve recognition a a leader in medical educa-
tion, academic organization, and information di em-
ination through it publication . 
2{mi~~ 2{ttitube~ anb 




by Li sa Colbert 
Concern for the sick is of major importance in every 
Amish community. 1 People find out who is sick by way 
of the Amish Newspapers, Die Botschaft and The Bud-
get, or by noticing their absence in church. 2 The com-
mon criteria for determining one is sick would be if he 
is unable to do his chores, does not want to go to 
school, (in the case of a child), and if there is a possibility 
of a fever . J The Amish react mostly to the illness 
of the mother, then the father, and sick children are 
given special attention. 4 When a person is sick, rela-
tives and friends will come by the farm often to visit, S 
and others in distant communities will send mail. A 
few illnesses that occur more often in Amish than in 
Lisa Colbert 
non-Amish people are , obesity, chronic bedwetting, 
digestive problems, and mental disorders .6 The Amish 
treat their sick people in four basic ways: chiropractors, 
physicians, health food stores, and home remedies. 
One skill every Amish woman must learn is how to 
take care of the sick. 1 An ill person who requires 
constant attention is taken care of in the home primarily 
by the women , although when needed the men will 
help .8 Aged persons who need attention sit in a rock-
ing chair in the kitchen where they can be looked 
after while the day's activities are going on . 9 
If help is needed outside the home, a chiropractor 
is usually contacted flfSt. 10 The cases where a physician 
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i notified first a re fo r udden illne ses, bro ken bones, 
and pregnancy . II If the help needed cannot be obtained 
in the immediate a rea, the Amish will go great di s-
tance to find medical help . '2 For example, two 
women from Curryv ille, Mi so uri went to J ackson , 
Tenne ee to have orne teeth pul led , and to get new 
denture, imply o n a recommendatio n from a fri end. 13 
Advice given f rom fri ends and fe llow Amish people 
i ta ken qui te eriou Iy and u ua ll y fo llowed . 14 
Their religion doe no t fo rb i'd the Amish to utili ze 
modern medical technique or medicine, 15 but they ome-
times tay away from them imply because their an-
ce tors did not have them to use. 16 And while a grea t 
many of the Ami h go to the ho pita l, they will try 
to avoid it. This i due to the fact that becau e they 
do not believe in in urance, 17 the ho pi tal rate are ve ry 
high, e pecially when te t mu t be run . 18 An exten ive 
amount of time in the ho pital wou ld run into a mon-
strou sum . When this happen a nd the famil y is not 
able to pay , the comm unity and the church ra ise the 
rest of the money needed . 19 
Si nce there are a lmo t no trai ned Ami h physician, 
the Ami h go to doctor outside their cu lture. 2o Dr. 
Henry Wentz, of Stra burg , Penn ylvania, ha been a 
physician for 31 yea r , and hand les many Amish pa-
tients. 21 Two to five percent of Dr. Wentz' patients 
are Amish , 0, out of the approximately forty patient 
he sees per day, two or three wi ll be Ami h . 
Dr. Wentz ays the Ami h come to hi m not for a 
cold or sore throat, but o nly if they're fair ly ick. 
For instance, he treat many patients for accidents 
and injuries; children come mo tly with pneumonia or 
severe respirato ry in fect ion , a nd hea rt di ea e a re 
commo n among his older patients. Wo men come to 
him mostly because they' re pregna nt. In J 960 in La n-
caster Coun ty three fo urths of the Amish births 
were in hospi ta ls. 22 However, the women prefer to 
have their babies in the home becau e it' s cheaper 
and that is where they a re most com fo rtable. 23 A fte r 
the baby is born , Amish fa milies sometimes pay Amish 
women to come to the ho me and help care fo r the baby 
and the mother . 24 
As a group, the Amish have been tudied genetica lly, 
rather extensively. The Amish o ften interma rry within 
their own communities , so the poss ibility of genetic 
problems is very great. 2l Studie have shown that hemo-
phelia and 6-fingered dwarfi sm a re very common in 
Amish people. 26 Victo r McKusick of Johns Hopkins, 
has found that a rethroblas tosis occurs in the Amish 
much more frequently tha n in other people. 27 In this, 
condition, if the mother 's blood is RH nega tive , and 
the baby's blood is RH positive , the mother 's blood 
will build up antibodies against the baby' s blood, 
causing severe anemia. This condition gets worse with 
each succeeding pregnancy , until the babies eventually 
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die. Today the mother can be immunized to prevent 
the ba bi es fro m dying , bu t why this occurs mostl y 
in the Amish is still under study. T he Amish a re very 
easy to study geneti cally because they keep complete 
fa mily records in their homes, and a deformity can 
often be t raced back to one indi vidual that came to 
America from E urope. 28 
Dr. Wentz considers the Amish very good patients . 
He notices tha t the children a re ex tremely well-behaved, 
a lmo t sto ic. The Amish child will almost never cry, 
no matter what is done to him. Dr. Wentz believes 
this i because the children don 't get a lot of sympathy 
a t home, and are taught not to cry. His adult Amish 
patients are very cooperative, t rusting, and appreciate 
the medical help . 
One Amish fami ly spends approximately $500 per 
yea r on medi cal care .29 They try to cut costs by mak-
ing a few trips to the doctor as poss ib le, but they 
a re very respon ible and trusting when it comes to pay-
ing fo r their medical help . D r. Wentz will adj ust 
hi fee for a fami ly of three or fou r chi ld ren , in-
cludi ng the Amish , who usually have six to eight 
chi ldren. H owever, in some instances the bishop of 
a comm unity will come to Dr . Wentz with money 
from the church and its members to pay fo r a man 
who cannot pay hi bd l. In another instance, a man 
gave Dr. Wentz a igned , bla nk check tell ing him to 
write out the amou nt that was due whenever he had 
fi gured it out. The man' s phi losophy was, that if he 
cou ld tru t D r. Wentz with his li fe, he could certai nly 
tru t him with his money. 
As in other American subcul tures, dea th to the Amish 
i a so mber occasio n, bu t is viewed as a matter o f 
course in their relig ion .30 Dr. Wentz 's experiences 
with the Ami h have shown him that they handle 
death ve ry well. He went to visit an elderly man who 
wa dying, and he ta lked to the ma n's wife about 
what was happening, and what to expect. The woman 
unders tood a nd took everything well , a nd was very well 
prepared for her husba nd 's death. 
Dr. Wentz does not give any forma l instruction 
courses to the Amish patients on treating illnesses, 
but they do learn quite a bit within the examina-
tio n room . He tries to educate them as to which kind 
of medical help is necessary, for example, immuniza-
tion and prevention of illnesses. Dr. Wentz believes 
that especially the younger Amish are eager to seek out 
medical help, a nd in the future , with additional medical 
counseling, the Amish will continue to utilize modern 
medicine. 
Physicians in general consider the Amish good pa-
tients. 31 However, they feel more education is needed , 
especially in preventing illnesses . Often the Amish will 
not pay much attention to their health until they become 
ill .32 Some illnesses they believe to be natural occur-
renee, so they don't go lO a doctor. ll But the mi h 
are very cooperative and plea ant patient, 0 the 
doctor believe that they will learn more about medi al 
help a time goe on. 
For out ide medical help the mi h go to chiro-
practor mo t often. hiropractic in olve the healing 
of nerve loca ted at the ba e of the kull by re-
adju ting the verteb rae. 34 Thi method i u ed to cure 
almo t any malfunctioning part of the body. Dr. Jame 
oder r., hi on George Coder, and hi grand on 
Jame K. chemm, have a chiropractic office in Lan-
ca ter, Penn ylvania, where the elder Dr. Coder ha 
lived ince 1925. He ha been practici ng chiropractic 
for ixty-one year, and ha had much involvement with 
the Ami h. 
Between the three of them, Dr. Coder, his son, and 
hi grandso n ee between thirty and forty patients per 
day, about 40 070 of which are Ami h. He had vi ited 
severa l Ami h home a nd knows them to be warm, 
honest, and incere people. Dr. Coder is fam il iar with 
thei r cul ture, and report that a lthough the Ami h have 
accepted most medica l treatments, they do not take a lot 
of med icine. This is perhaps one rea on why they pre-
fer a chi ro practor to a doctor . 
Dr. Coder ee a lot of children , a nd about an equa l 
number of men and women. His regula r fee is $60 
for the firs t visit, which incl udes an X-ray, and $10 for 
each ucceed ing vi it. But , he takes into consideration 
the size of the Ami sh fa mily, and the nu mber of vi it 
neces a ry fo r trea tment , and if he fee ls hi regular 
price is too high , he wi ll adju t the fee. T he number 
of times a pa tient must see Dr. Coder varies with each 
type o f injury. 
Dr. Coder ca n only trea t the A mish whenever 
they come in to the office, but he doe offer them ad-
vice on how to mainta in their health a t home. His 
philo ophy is tha t fi r t , Ii fe is health , a nd second Ii fe 
is contentment. The Ami h do not fo llow this phil os-
ophy; they are working people, a nd spend much. of their 
time in phy ica l work . According to Dr . Coder , this 
doesn't leave much time for recrea tio n or relaxa-
tion, which does not make them content. He advises 
them to relax a little more, and not to push themselves 
too hard. 
The food the Amish eat is al so very important to thei r 
health. Their diets are fairl y good, although they ea t 
too many greasy and fried foods . Dr. Coder encour-
ages them to eat more vegetables, and to do more 
steaming and boiling . The food should be well mas ti-
cated, also . The Amish obtain a large supply o f 
natural vitamins from the food they grow, which, to 
Dr. Coder, is a healthy asset. 
Dr. Coder concluded that the Amish are very warm 
and cooperative people. They put their trust in doctors, 
such as himself, because they know he is working 
\\ ith od' power; the pO\\ er of nature, and not a lot 
of medication. Thi concept of \\orking \\ith God and 
nature i trongly held \\ ithin the mi h faith; and 
the mo t important thing in mi h life keeping 
true to their faith. IS 
The column in Die BOl chaft ent in b Old Order 
mi hand ennonite reader from e era I different 
pan of the country and anada, contain ne\ of ur-
rent e ent in their home county. They \ rite about 
it people, farm, weather, and life in general in each 
community. The ubject of medicine and ho pita! 
wa brought up in a lmo t eery a rti cle in talking about 
a neighbor' illne , an accident, and ho\ the e \ ere 
treated. Except for a few ca e where an indi idual 
wi hed not to ee a do tor or tay in a ho pital, 
the injurie and illne e were treated in ho pital , 
and the doctor' advice wa followed without he ita-
tion. Among the mo t common ailment reported 
were heart attack, farm accident, tran portation acci-
dent, pneumonia, the nu , appendiciti , and cancer. 36 
The mo t re i tance to the medical profe ion came 
from articles ent in 0 er the controversy of cancer 
and it treatment, and polio vaccinations. )7 
The column in the paper reported many cancer pa-
tients and cancer-related death. A number of the 
cancer patient had been under a doctor's care, and 
were either living at home or were in the hospital. 
In both groups almo t al l of the patients had had o ne 
or a eries of operations. But there were a few articles 
publi hed in Die Botschaft that brought to the readers' 
attention that the modern form of ca ncer treatment is 
unnecessary, and further more how the doctor of 
today will purpo ely lead the patients into these treat-
ments mainly for money purpo es. 
For example, one article written by Levi G raber 
told the ca e of Dr . Don Kelly of Grapevi ne, Texas. 38 
T he article explained that, today the accepted trea t-
ment of cancer , acco rdi ng to the American Med ical 
Association i either chemo-therapy, radiation, or sur-
gery, a nd anything outs ide of these forms is con-
sidered illegal. Dr. Kelly felt that cancer could be 
arrested, or even cured by nu tritiona l ma nipula tion -
pancreatic enzymes, vitami n and minera l thera py, and 
a regimen o f body ecology . Dr. Kelly wrote the book , 
One A nswer to Cancer, expla ining this treatment. 
Since then, several groups, such as the FDA, CDC, IRS, 
FBI , and Denta l Society, have harrassed Dr. Kelly . 
It now ta kes him $8000 per year to defend his license 
in court , according to the article . 
J. T. Wickey, of Mansfield, Missouri, mentioned 
the book, H ow I Cured Cancer Naturally, (author 
not specified) . Wickey felt that there are other alterna-
tives to cancer-treating such as this book explained, and 
that doctors try to frighten their patients into an 
operation. He felt that an operation wouldn't remove 
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the cau e, th refore the ca n er wo uld ret urn . 39 
Many o f the ar t icle in Die Bot chaft su ppo rted the 
u e of laet ril e a a a nce r- fi ghting ub ta nce, but ex-
plai ned the med ica l pro fe io n ' re i la nce to it. One 
ar ticle to ld the to ry of Mr . Ma ry . Welchel who 
\ a arre ted for g iving la tr ile to cance r pa ti ent in 
Me ico, a nd for up po edl y i uing pro paga nda to di -
o urage the u e of U .. med ica l fac ilitie:o M r. 
Wei he l \ ro te a letter to the all cer Journal e p lai ning 
her o rdea l a nd her hum a ni tic intenti o n , but the 
pre di tor ted the to r , a nd m ade her o und like a 
cri mina l ha rm ing helple p o ple wi th lae tri le. 
But the .. 0 e rage d idn ' t di o urage me f the 
ca nce r pa ti ent . Pe pie have wr itt en in their column 
o f fr i nd or re la ti e tha t ha e gone t Me ico fo r 
na tura l a n r thera p , a nd a re now a t ho me u ing 
la tril e. 41 
Ho me remedie a re a no th er meth od o f fighting ca n-
ce r in o me o f the communi ti e . a nce r a l e a re 
u ed in ma n ca e . In o ne ca e, a a l e a nd a n a -
eed po ult ice wa u d o n a a nce ro u lump , a nd within 
two week the \ rite r wro te tha t the lump ha d fa llen 
o ff.· 1 ma n u ed a a l e o n a lump o n hi a rm for 
three ee k , but in thi ca e, th e arm beca me wo ll en 
a nd red , in tead of better: ' no t her ca nce r Ictlm 
dra nk he rba l tea \ hen coba lt t rea tment had burned 
o ne id e o f hi face, had a u ed him to 10 e hi ha ir 
o n hi right ide, a nd to 10 eo e r eight y po und :' Bu t 
the tea ha d cured the ca nce r in three week . I 0 , 
J o hn H. T o be pre c ribed a ra . food di et fo r nincty 
d ay to cure th e ca nce r. ' $ 
The o ther ubject o f g rea t co ntrover the polio 
vacc inatio n g i en to 0 m a n mi h communiti e . 
ome people re fu e to ta ke the accina tion , a lthough 
ome can be per uaded to be immuni zed : 6 But in 
gene ra l, Die Bot chaf t write r felt tha t the immuni za-
tion are too d a ngerou . Ther were ma ny column 
written d e c ribing how omeone had been c rippled , 
died, or had contracted the di ea se from taking the 
vaccine. 47 Book uch a Vaccination, the ilent Killer, 
Hidden Dangers in Polio Vaccine, and The Poi oned 
eedle, were written to di courage people from a cept-
ing immuni zation.' 8 It wa torie and book uch a 
these that could pos ibly account for the low turnout 
for vaccination in some communities . For in tance, 
in Smoketown in Lanca ter ounty, Penn yl ania, the 
number went from 318 people for the firs t hot to 
174 for the second hot . ' 9 Becau e of low turn-
outs like thi one, ome health official in some com-
munities went to church ervice on Sunday and ad-
ministered the vaccine there. 'o Another alternative 
when few people were immunized, wa to speak with 
the bishop of the community, as Dr. Wentz did. " 
The bi shop explained that he wa not in tructing hi 
people not to take the vaccination, but he wa n't 
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encourag ing th em to, either . Dr . Wentz ex pla ined the 
im porta nce of the vacc in a ti o ns , a nd the b isho p a nd the 
d c tor a rra nged a time a nd pl ace where hi s peopl e 
wo ul d come to be immun ized . 
Most of the peopl e who resis t th e po li o vaccine 
can be pe rsuaded to accep t it , a nd in such cases 
hea lth officia ls often go to the community a nd admin-
ter the vacci ne. 51 
The thi rd ma in o urce of hea lth ca re th a t the Old 
rd er Ami h eek i the hea lth food to re, such as 
Miller ' Hea lth Food to re in Bi rd- in-Ha nd , Pennsyl-
va nia. " Alth o ugh two-third of thi to re's customers 
a re no n-Ami h , the Amish frequ ent hea lth food sto res 
a nd ma ke u e of virtua ll y a ll o f the products.,4 
o rn e o f the item the to re sell s a re dri ed fruits , 
nu t, pice, JUice , fresh fruit , teas, vitamins, na tural 
hygiene pro duct, hea lth book, and ma ny more pro-
duct. A fe w of the mo t popular item sold to the 
mi h a re ba na na, chee e, and vita min. " The Amish 
rely on vita mins, found in th eir di et, o r in tablet 
fo rm , fo r a good part of their nutritio n . One ex-
a mple o f a itamin old in the tore is , alural 
uper- -500, (500 mg o f vitamin ). Other health pro-
du t include Dr. Michael's Hexylum, for treatment of 
con tipa t ion ; Barth's aturally: Calmets-To Help 
You Relax; a nd F Factor : fnt esto-Klenz-for fn -
re rinal leaning. 
The tore a l 0 di play pamphlet on health care; 
fact a bout nut rition a nd di ea e , home remedie , 
ha ir a nd kin care , and e eral other health-related 
lit erature . For e ample , one pamphlet Ii ted nine 
tep to cure the common cold, u ing an enema, 
ga rli c inj ection , cider and inegar rubdown, and a hot 
bath, to name a few. Another ga e the fact on heart 
di ea e and nutrition, and another on natural product 
for the kin a nd hair. The mi h read thi literature 
a part of edu ating them elve on health and nutri-
tion. l6 The Ami h o ften u e everal remedies for a 
g reat number of health problem. These remedie are 
publi hed in ne. pa per, fa rm almanac, or a re pa ed on 
through the generation . 51 A regular feature in Die 
Bot chaft i "Iv erich und Ender", a couple of page 
devoted to recipe, ver e, and to hint on health 
care. There are remedie ubmitted by readers for al-
mo t any type of ailment. Some example of the e 
remedie are: 
Oal ul recipe for Mulriple clero i : 2 table poons 
rolled oat, 2 table poon rai in , 2 tea poon 
honey, 2 table poon grated nut . Mi together 
and pour cold milk over them, add part of banana 
ifdesired. erve. 18 
Polio: deny per on weet for 36 hour ; polio will 
be cured . 9 
Bletni he : Rub fre h tomato over kin to clean 
pores; mash tomato pulp with corn meal - mas-
sage - leave on skin for 10 minutes. Do this twice 
a day. 60 
Insomnia: cup of hot catnip tea, and a teaspoon 
ofhoney.6J 
Stuttering: slow down, exhale gently through 
mouth. 62 
/lching Heat Rash: Yz cup salt, Y2 cup apple cider, 
vi negar in tepid bath, soak for 20 minutes. 63 
Constipation: Yogurt, vegetable laxative, all-bran 
cereal. 64 
Sore Mouth: drink hot, salty milk. 65 
Arthritis: put cheese in cloth bag, 1 oz. dandelion 
root, 1 oz. prickly ash bark, 1 oz. Columba, 1 oz. 
quassia chips. Soak 4 days in sweet Concord grape 
wine; take 1 oz. in morning and 1 oz. at night. 66 
Cataracts: put a few drops of goose oil in eyes. 67 
Emergency heart attack: drink a teaspoon of cay-
enne in a cup of hot water. 68 
Diabetes Control: increase in your diet, bran, 
wheat germ, nuts, seeds, raw chewy vegetables, 
fruits, and some grains. 69 
Flu prevention, fussy babies, fever: add thyme tea 
to peppermint tea, or whatever you drink for break-
fast. 70 
Spine trouble: eliminate wheat from your diet. This 
means no noodles, spaghetti, macaroni, or any 
form of wheat. 7 J 
The Amish will usually try to take care of minor 
illnesses themselves by using home remedies before 
they go to a physician. 72 Newspapers, pamphlets, 
almanacs, and almost any other type of Amish litera-
ture advertise products to cure certain ailments. Some 
of the common products advertised are those to 
cure rheumatism, arth riti s, constipation, and itching. 73 
Some others include "Kalms" 74 for nerve trouble, 
a natural "Miracle Pill" that beats stress, nervous and 
sleep problems, 75 and a B-15 pill which treats twenty 
diseases. These di seases include allergies, mild poison-
ing, diabetes, and hepatiti s.76 
Although less commonly used than any other form 
of treatment, fo lk practices wi ll be used, usually by 
the older Amish, when an illness isn't cured by any 
other means. 77 One such practice is called "brauche", 
or sympathy healing. 78 The healer silently repeats 
verses and chants at given times in the day. The 
skill may on'y be passed on to someone else of the 
opposite sex .79 The patient must believe in this prac-
tice, but does not have to be present when it is per-
formed . 
Another folk practice is bonesetting, done by an 
Amish man who visits the sick in Amish communities. 
This and "brauche" are less accepted methods of curing 
an illness, but are sometimes still used . 80 
Mental disorders are among the most common ill-
nesses of the Amish. Emotional problems usually are 
caused by a feeli ng of not being ab le to live up to 
the cultural expectations of the community, or not find-
ing fulfillment within the Amish way of life. 8 J Psy-
chotic or psycho-neurotic disorders usually stem from 
an experience the individual may have had. 82 A per-
son may be considered to have some form of neuroses 
if he exhibits symptoms such as he doesn't marry, 
he frequently visits the doctor, he has religious prob-
lems, and he doesn't find satisfaction in a full day's 
work. 83 
If a person is psychotic, the Amish will not hesi-
tate to admit him to a mental hospital, or take him 
to a psychiatrist. 84 About an equal number of Amish 
men and women are admitted to mental hospitals, 
most commonly between the ages of 15-60. 85 About 
the same number of men and women have suicidal 
tendencies,8 6 however the actual number of suicides is 
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highe t among young men. Thi i believed t be 0 
be au e that i the time when the culture' va lue are 
either accepted or rejected . 87 
If a per o n i emotiona ll y di turbed, the Ami h wi ll 
try to cure him them elve .88 An abnorma l per'son i 
urged to work harder. 89 ometime the mentally re-
tarded are cared for a t home. 90 The famil y provide 
a en e of belonging and of being needed . The ick 
vi it friend and relative often, and abnorma l be-
havior i tolerated. 91 A pecial prayer for the ick, i 
not u ed to the extent that it may be in other religion .92 
The Ami hu e remedie for a variety of mental 
di order. or in tance , adverti ement or article ent 
into Die Borschajr offer relief for a number of prob-
lem. Le lie Kane' a rti Ie, "The atura l Food That 
You Can at to ha e Away Tho e Oepre ing 
81ue ," give the la k of itamin 8 -3 (niacin), or vita-
min 8 -6 (pyrodoxin), a the main cau e of depre ion, 
and the lack of calcium a the cau e for irritability, 
tremor, irregular heartbeat, mu c1e pa m ,and ome-
time convultion . 93 he goe on to ay that the be t 
calciu m ource are milk, chee e, ardine, wheat bread, 
e a rne seed, and pinach; " 8 " vitamin are foun d in 
green egetable , wheat germ, Ii er, lima bean, peas, 
brown ri ce, peanut butter, and nut; and iron to cure 
anemia i be t found in dairy product egg, beef, 
chicken, pork, veal, prune, apricot, and wheat germ . 
Following lhi article, there i an ad for 8 -3 a nd 8 -6 
vitamin. 94 
AI 0, the 8 - 15 vitami n adverti ed in Die Bot chajt 
Ii ted chizophrenia , hyperten ion, enility, and a uti m 
among the di eases cured by the vitamin .9 ~ The e a re 
ju t two example of the many adverti ement and ar-
ticles ubmitted to Die Botschajr to cure emotional 
problem. 
The Amish take mental di order very seriou Iy . 
And, as in their effort to help phy ical ailment, they 
will take nece ary tep to help the mentally ill. 
Through my tudy of the Amish medica l practice , 
I have gathered orne very intere ting information. 
All these sources and informant tated that the Ami h 
are very warm, honest people. Their attitude about 
medical practices repre ent both the pa t and the 
present; they still u e home remedies in place of 
most medicines, but yet a great many have opened 
up to and accepted modern doctor, hospitals, and to-
day's methods of treatment. The fact that the Ami h 
are accepting the modern medical profe ion give every 
indication that they will continue to do 0 in the 
future. It will take orne time yet until they feel 
they can depend on our doctor as we do, but the 
younger ones are willing to take the nece ary tep 
toward seeking even more medical help. These nece -
sary steps include gaining knowledge of health and 
illnesses , and educating themselves a a family. A 
14 
po ible way to do thi s might be to generate more 
intere t by promoting medical health education, and by 
etting up co ur es or clinics. In thi s manner some dis-
ea e uch as po li o, which has occurred in some Amish 
comm uniti e , and the common Amish birth defects 
uch as the six- fingered dwarfi sm wou ld eventually be 
preven ted. For thi s to happen, the medical profession 
ha to want to educa te the Amish, and the Amish 
have to want to lea rn; and these attitudes are evolvi ng 
more and more with time, both on the part of doctors 
and of the Ami sh. 
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Tansy, called reefatt in the dialect, was 
bound to be an efficacious cure, it has such 
a bitter taste. 
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GERMANIC EUROPEAN ORIGINS AND 
GEOGRAPHICAL HISTORY OF THE 
SOUTHEASTERN PENNSYLVANIA DUNKARDS 
by Lee C. Hopple 
The Dunkards' are one of the four major Pro-
te tant denomination 2 of ethnic German ancestry3 
now comprising the Sou thea tern Pennsylvania Plain 
Dutch Community.4 The Dunkards are member of 
what, since the early twentieth century, is officially 
called the Church of the Brethren. S 
The Church of the Brethren originated in Germanic 
Europe (Figure 1) exactly two centurie earlier. Re-
ligiou origins of the church can be traced back to 
the beginnings of the Protestant Reformation in early 
sixteenth century Germanic Europe. 6 Conversely, 
therefore, the religious and spatial experience of this 
church can be reconstructed from that time forward. 
The Brethren faith is rooted in the theological pre-
cepts of Pietism, one of the la t reform 
to develop within German Protestantism. 7 
gan as a radical movement which gradually moved 
toward and ultimately adopted most of the tenets 
of Anabaptism. 
Early Radical Pietism preached Separatism, en-
compassed communitarianism, openly opposed author-
ity, and embraced similar other positions. 8 Radical 
Pietism seems, therefore, to have been early influenced 
by Militant Spiritualism, original Hutterian consump-
tive communism, Separatism, and other comparable 
movements. The radical dimension was eventually 
superseded by a more pacifist form of Pietism, approxi-
mating Anabaptism. Hence, the Church of the Breth-
ren emanates, but with certain specific differences, 
from Anabaptism. 9 Thus, peaceful Brethren-P ietism 
appears to have been engendered by the Mennonite 
and Amish Anabaptist movements, the reorganized 
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Figure 1: PRE-EIGHTEENTH CENTUR Y GERMANIC EUROPE 
pacifist Hutterian productive communal ocietie, the 
mystica l Anabaptist-like theology of Schwenkfeldian-
ism, 10 and comparable movement. 
The entire European pha e of the Brethren mo e-
ment wa exceedingly brief and, unfortunately, rather 
poorly documented. II However brief, the Germanic 
uropean history of what i now the Church of the 
Brethren cannot be understood or appreciated, even 
in general outline, without a cursory review of 
Anabaptism and its related movements; and a more ex-
ten ive ob ervation of Pietism. 
The above-described background has largely dictated 
the organizational pattern of the study, which consists 
of three major divisions. The first is comprised of two 
parts; one section discus es Anabaptism and the other 
Militant Spiritualism. The next unit examines the 
origins of Pietism, and development of Pietism from 
its more radical stages through peaceful Brethren-Piet-
ism, and the spatia l experiences of Brethren-Pietism. 
Finally, the last princi ple unit describes the establish-
ment of the Brethren faith, and then proceeds to ex-
amine the religious and spatial history of the Brethren 
to their migrations from Germanic Europe (Figure 1) 
to southeastern Pennsylvania, where they are known 
Dunkards. 
The text is supported by eight maps. But, since the 
contents of this paper and these maps embrace some 
two centuries, and because of the tumultuous religious, 
socio-cultural, and political conditions of those centuries, 
the boundaries are, in most instances, approximate and 
others highly generalized. More detailed comments 
about the maps, spellings, and religious terms are 
included in the appropriate sections of the Endnotes. 
PROTESTANT MOVEMENTS INFLUENCING 
THE ORIGINS AND SPATIAL HISTORY OF 
THE BRETHREN 
When Anabaptism, the radical wing of the Reforma-
tion,'2 emerged in the early sixteenth century, most 
clerics and theologians condemned it as revolutionary 
and its followers as heretics. Yet the model of the 
Radical Reformation '1 was committed to the complete 
purification of Christianity by and through a return 
to peaceful, nonviolent rituals of the ancient Apostolic 
Church as described in the New Testament. 14 Through 
time, and in different sections of Germanic Europe 
(Figure 1), four major branches of peaceful Ana-
baptism emerged: The Swiss Brethren; the Dutch Men-
ists; the Hutterites; and the Amish. '5 Schwenkfeldi-
anism, a mystical theology comparable to Anabaptism, 
developed in another area of Germanic Europe (Figure 
1), far distant in space but at the same time as the 
Swiss Brethren movement. '6 Another movement con-
sisting of three separate branches professing the tenets 
of Anabaptism but of a much different underlying 
temperament ' al 0 emerged in \ ariou e tion of 
Germanic Europe (Figure I) during the earl year of 
the ixteenth centur Reformation. 
patialOrigin of Anabapti m 
and chwenkfeldiani m 
The WI Brethren mo ement \ a e tabli hed by 
Conrad Grebel near Zurich, \ itzerland (Figure 2) 
in 1525 . '9 The Brethren nabapti t mo ement pread 
rapidly northward through witzerland and outh Ger-
many. Savage per ecution di per ed the mo ement, 
almost destroying it. Remnant fled a far north a 
the etherland where the precept of peaceful Brethren 
Anabaptism were pre erved. The mo ement wa re-
organized, under the leadership of Menno imon, a 
the Dutch Meni t 20 at Groningen in 1536-37 (Figure 
1 and 2) . Dutch Menist Anabaptism diffu ed ea t-
ward across north Germany and outhward toward 
Strassburg where additional urvivors of the Swiss 
Brethren were also attempting to reorganize. Here 
at Strassburg, the Swis Brethren merged with the Men-
ists to form the Mennonite sect (Figure 2) in the 
1550's. 21 
The Amish are direct descendants from the Menno-
nite faith. 22 The Apostolic beliefs and practices upon 
which the Mennonite movement was established be-
came increasingly diluted over the generations to the 
chagrin of a substantial number of adherents. A 
controversy concerning a more rigid enforcement of the 
rules of the church , which had been growing for years, 
finally erupted in the early 1690's. Despite a number 
of meetings, the matter proved irreconcilable. A 
group of rigid disciplinarians following Jakob Amman 
seceded from the main body Mennonites, organizing 
the Amish sect at Berne, Switzerland (Figures 1 and 2) 
in 1693. The movement spread through southwest 
Germanic Europe within the next several decades. 21 
The fourth and last of the original early sixteenth 
century Anabaptist movements - the peaceful Hut-
terian approach to the community-of-goods concepe4-
developed in southeastern Germanic Europe (Figure 1), 
far from the mainstream of Anabaptism (Figure 2), 
where it was strongly and most unfavorably influenced 
by Militant Spiritualism. Since the combined effects 
of Anabaptism and Militant Spiritualism must be 
described to understand the religious and spatial be-
ginnings of the Hutterites, the discussion of this move-
ment, of necessity, follows the description of Mili-
tant Spiritualism. Thus, at this point the reader's 
attention is diverted to northeast Germanic Europe 
(Figure 1) where yet another movement within the 
overall frameworks of the Radical Reformation 25 was 
evolving in the third decade of the sixteenth century. 
Although not generally considered a part of the main-
stream of Anabaptism, a religious movement parallel-
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Figure 2: CENTERS OF ORIGIN AND DIFFUSION OF ANABAPTISM 
ing the ri e of the Swi s Brethren in time, was developing 
in eastern Germanic Europe (Figure I). Thi move-
ment was inspired by the peaceful my tical - pirituali tic 
teachings of Caspar Schwenkfeld, a Lutheran layman 
who opposed organized formal churche .26 Neverthe-
less, a Schwenkfelder church wa founded, contrary to 
the wishes of Schwenk field, 21 at Liegnitz, Sile ia (Fig-
ures I and 2) in the early 1520' .28 The faith pread 
from Liegnitz across northern Sile ia with remark-
able velocity (Figure 2), gradually adopting a more 
Anabaptist view of Christianity as it diffused. 29 
The Radical Reformation succeeded because enough 
clergymen and laymen were convinced that the Lutheran 
Reformation was too conservative. Still other believed 
that Anabaptism was, likewise, too moderate ince it 
seemed to be relatively unconcerned with nonclerical 
affairs. This latter group was convinced that the secu-
lar world was so rife with corruption that it was in 
greater need of reform than the church. 
Those more concerned with changing living condition 
in the sixteenth century Germanic Europe frequently 
used the Protestant Reformation as a mechanism for 
revolutionizing economic and political life. The lead-
18 
ing figure among the secular revolutioni ts were intent 
upon replacing the establi hed order of the time with 
communi tie -of-good OCletles. These groups were 
not the least unwilling to employ violent methods to 
achieve their objectives while at rhe arne time preach-
ing the belief of peaceful Anabaptism, the con e-
quence of which were disastrous for these violent 
mi litant religiou movements, a well a for the Swiss 
Brethren movement which wa ju t developing. 
Spatial History of Militant Spiritualism 
Three uch Militant Spirituali tic movement, preach-
ing Anabapti m but intent upon organizing community-
of-good ocieties through phy ical violence if neces-
sary, aro e in Germanic Europe (Figure 1) in the 1520' : 
the fir t at Zwickau ; the econd at Wald hut; and the 
third at Mun ter (Figure 3). The Zwickau movement, 
called the Puritan Reformation and organized by 
Thoma Muntzer in 152 1, attempted to overthrow the 
legal a uthorities by force and, ummari ly, v a de-
troyed in 1525. But the concept of the movement 
were transported to Wald hut (Figure 3) by Baltha er 
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Hubmaier, where another Militant-Spiritualistic com-
munity-of-goods movement was founded in 1528. 
Utilizing the same tactics employed at Zwickau, this 
movement experienced a similar fate and a history as 
short lived as had the Puritan Reformation. Hub-
maier fled to Moravia in southeastern Germanic 
Europe, where he hoped to initiate the same move-
ment (Figure I). Militant Spiritualism also diffused 
from Zwickau to Munster (Figure 3), transported 
there by one Melchior Hoffmann. In 1530, Hoffmann 
founded a Militant Mellenarian movement. The Mun-
sterites, as the Militant Spiritualistic Mellenarian fol-
lowers of Hoffmann were called, also utilized brutalism 
to attain the secular goals of religious militancy. This 
movement, accused of unimaginably obnoxious prac-
tices for the time, was literally annihilated by the 
established churches of 1535. 30 The Militant Spiritual-
ist movements, particularly those at Zwickau and Wald-
shut (Figure 3), influenced the development of the 
Hutterites, the fourth of the major branches of Ana-
baptism. 31 
Peaceful Anabaptism and Militant Spiritualism dif-
fused toward Nicolsburg, Moravia (Figures 1, 2, and 3) 
from a number of directions. Peaceful Anabaptism 
came to icolsburg from Stra sburg via Augsburg 
(Figure 2) and other places by John Hut, a dis-
ciple of Han Denck. J2 Meanwhile, Militant Spirit-
ualism al 0 reached Nicolsburg, partially from Zwick au 
and Munster, but primarily from Waldshut (Figure 3) 
because of the migration of Balthaser Hubmaier. 
From the beginning, bitter conflict developed between 
the Militant Spiritualists and the peaceful Anabaptists 
from Switzerland and southwest Germany. The Ana-
baptists, under the leadership of Jakob Hutter, insti-
tuted a consumptive communistic approach to Ana-
baptism. Gradually, the peaceful Hutterites out-
numbered the Militants and consumptive communal 
Anabaptism was firmly entrenched around Nicolsburg. 
(Figure 2). 
Fearing a repeat of the Zwickau fiasco, the clerical 
and secular authorities purged and scattered the Hut-
terites from Nicolsburg (Figure 3) and surrounding 
towns in 1535. Following the banishment and sub-
sequent death of Hutter, the movement was reorgan-
ized by Wolfgang Brandhuber and a communism of 
production replaced Hutter's consumptive approach. 
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Except for communal, the main principles of the 
Hutterites were imilar to other ixteenth century 
Anabapti t .)) 
Approximately 150 year after the uccess ful inaug-
uration of the Radical Reformation, another Prote tant 
movement called Pieti m gradually developed in Ger-
manic Europe (Figure I ). Pieti m, a it evolved through 
it everal stage of development mentioned ear lier, 
wa innuenced in varying degree by Anabaptism, 
chwenkfeldiani m, Militant pirituali m , and orne 
other Ie s innuential movement which have not been 
di cu ed. However, among all the afore-de cribed 
Prote tant reLigiou movements, the impact of chwenk-
feldiani m which adopted an Anabapti t approach had 
the mo t profound impact on Pieti m)4 and, sub-
equently, the Brethren movement. Direct linkage 
between Pieti m and chwenkfeldiani m can be traced 
from Jakob Boehme (1575- 1624) , through Augu t Her-
man Francke (1663- 1727) and Philip Jakob 
(1635-1705), to Gottfried Arnold (1666-1714), rne t 
Chri topher Hochmann ( 1670- 1721), and Alexander 
Mack B (1679- 1735). 
Thu , Pieti m ha often been called the grandchi ld 
of Anabapti m. )6 Though Pieti m and Anabapti m 
have many commonalitie , there i a major funda-
mental difference between them. nabapti m empha-
ize the "bitter hri t " of ufFering, while Pieti m 
tre e the" weetChri t"oFde outli ing . 37 
ORIGI A D P TI L HI TORY 
OFTH BR THR 
Pieti m was an attempt to recover the e sence of the 
ixteenth century Reformation and re tore true Apostolic 
Chri tianity by accepting the teaching of the New 
Te tament and de-empha izing the Old Te tament. )! 
Pieti m wa al 0 partially a protection again t the 10 
of entire section of thought and culture. )9 Tho e lay-
men and clergymen repul ed by the tate of clerical 
and ecu lar life, who were attempting to evolve a 
more satisfying faith4 0 and a more gratifying economic 
and ocial life ba ed upon th.e internal history of the 
sou l through per onal, mall-group religion and Bible 
study, came to be known as Pietists ." 
Spatial Origin of Pieti m 
Many of the fir t Pietistic reformer were convinced 
that true religious reform neces itated the complete 
separation from the established churches and a thorough 
reform of ecular life through the organization of com-
munal societies. Separatism, which seemed as radical 
during this period as it had nearly two centuries 
earlier, was filtering into we tern Germanic Europe from 
England 42 (Figure 4), while secular reform probably 
was a vestige of Hutterite Anabaptism, and even Mili-
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tant Spiritualism. This group of reformers was known 
as radical Pietists . 
The movement logically developed in northwestern 
Germany and the Netherlands, along the Rhine Valley' ) 
(Figure 4), a natural corridor for the transfer of ideas 
and a long which peaceful Anabaptism, the lineal pa-
rent movement, had long since diffused (Figures 2 and 
4). Among the first evidences of the beginnings of 
Pietism in western Germany was through the mystical 
theology of Jakob Boehme, from around the Liegnitz 
area (Figure 4), whch he admittedly appropriated from 
the beliefs of Schwenkfeld. 44 
Boehme's interpretation of Schwenkfeldianism prob-
ably urfaced as the predominant Pietistic thought 
pattern by the time the Brethren faith was founded 
becau e of the equence of innuencing events. Mili-
tant Spiritualism was destroyed. The Hutterites were 
purged and di persed, had reorganized, and largely 
migrated from Moravia long before the rise of Pietism; 
therefore, the effects of these movements were not 
particularly forceful. Separatism, invading the Rhine 
Valley from then relatively remote England, also proved 
ineffective. Pos es ing orne two centuries of history 
in western Germany, Anabaptism , supported but modi-
fied by Boehme's beliefs, eventually dominated. 
Pietism fir t appeared in the Reformed Church and 
then embraced the Lutheran faith. Two Reformed 
clergymen, Theodore Untereyk (1635-1693) and Frederick 
Lampe (1683-1729), both in Bremen (Figure 4), tres ed 
biblical and catechetical tudy and learning.' l But it 
was in the Lutheran Church that the foremo t ad o-
cate of early Pieti m came to the forefront formulat-
ing plans for improving prevailing conditions of the 
church, the clergy, and Christian living:6 Phjljp Jakob 
Spener, a Lutheran "path finder," reputed father of 
Pieti m and head pastor at Frankfurt (Figure 4), em-
pha ized the reform of church life and propo ed a 
i -point plan for it improvement. 47 Augu t Herman 
Francke joined a Bible study group at Leipzig (Figure 
4). Eventually he became pa tor and profe or at Halle 
(Figure 4) where, because of hi Bible tudy and other 
activitie as well a hi long tenure there, that city 
became the primary focu of late eventeenth century 
Pietism.' ! 
Hi torical under landings of the radical eparati t 
wing of Pieti m filtering in from England (Figure 4) 
and elsewhere were methodically articulated by Gott-
fried Arnold at Gei en49 (Figure 4). Erne t Chri topher 
Hochmann, converted by Francke at Halle, became 
Arnold's clo e a ociate and friend. Hochmann, an 
itinerant preacher, devoted much of hi Ii fe to teach-
ing Enthu ia m, Separati m, and Radical Pieti m which 
brought him into con iderable di agreement, even con-
nict, with the state churches. 4 1 In 1706 Hochmann 
became acquainted with Alexander Mack 1 ' at chrie -
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heim (Figure 4). The influence of Hochmann soon 
converted Mack to Pietism from the Reformed faith. 
Close friends and associates, they traveled and preached 
together. Hochmann ultimately settled at Schwarzenau 
where he wrote a creed which is the closest approxi-
mation of a Brethren (Dunkard) confession of faith. 52 
Mack, who is credited with being the founder of the 
Brethren movement, followed Hochmann from Schries-
heim to Schwarzenau. S3 
In summary, by the middle of the first decade of 
the eighteenth century, Pietism - the theological basis 
of the Brethren faith - was firmly established along 
the Rhine River Valley. 54 Historically, the movement 
spread westward from the Liegnitz area northwest-
ward to Bremen, southward to Frankfurt, northeast 
to Leipzig, northwest to Halle, southwest to Geissen, 
continuing southward past Frankfurt to Schriesheim, 
and finally north to Schwarzenau, which soon became 
the focus of the Brethren movement (Figure 4). Less 
important centers of Pietistic activity developed around 
Heidelberg, Mannheim, Strassburg and Baseps (Figure 
4). 
Spatial History of Brethren-Pietism 
The growth, development, and firm establishment of 
Pietism (Figure 4) by the closing years of the seven-
teenth and the opening years of the eighteenth century 
was, what seems from this vantage point in time, a 
natural response to several factors: the general decay 
of secular life resulting from the devastating Thirty 
Years War which virtually tore the Palatinate asunder; 
the Peace (treaty) of Westphalia which ended the Thirty 
Years War;S6 and the laxity of Mennonite Anabaptism 
over the generations as attested by the Amish schism 
as the seventeenth century was drawing to a close. 
The most important of these factors seemingly was 
the Peace of Westphalia, for it created a cohesive 
state-church system by stating that the ruler determines 
the religion - Roman Catholic, Lutheran, Reformed. S7 
Protection of these orthodox state-churches was pri-
marily responsible for the decline in clerical life, along 
with accelerating the decay of secular living. 
All these conditions, together with the several direct 
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ments reviewed earlier, were not only unque tionably 
responsible for the rise of Pietism, but were also 
undoubtedly responsible for its early radical position. 
Evidently all the founding fathers from Untereyk and 
Lampe through Mack were conditioned by the com-
bined effects of all these factors. Exactly where 
radicalism was overcome by the more Anabap'tist-
like approach to Christianity is difficult to establish. 
Suffice perhaps to say , it was a gradual process'. 
Pietism succeeded because the state-churches directed 
very little attention to the movement during its forma-
tive years. Thus, the movement became widely, if not 
deeply, entrenched in the territories of Hesse Kassel, 
Wittgenstein, Ysenburg-Budingen, and the Rhenish Pal-
atinate comprised of northern and southern ections 
with each section split by the Rhine RiverH (Figure 
5) . 
Brethren-like Pietistic activities centered in a number 
of towns and villages . Converts to Pietism resided in 
Frankenthal, Eppstein, Lambsheim, Heidelberg, and 
Schriesheim in the southern Rhenish Palatinate; in 
nearby Nordheim and Umstatt; Marienborn and Dudels-
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heim in Ysenburg-Budingen; Kassel in Hesse Kassel; 
Schwarzenau in Wittgenstein; Solingen in the northern 
Rhenish Palatinate; a well as in Dilienburg just south 
of Wittgenstein; and Stra sburg and Frenkendorf much 
farther south along the Rhine s9 (Figures 5 and 6). 
The va t majority of the e early Brethren-Pietist 
converts were former members of the Reformed and 
Lutheran Churches .60 A few were probably Men-
nonites and Roman Catholics. Declining member-
ship caused the established churches to direct increas-
ing attention toward this quiet, though growing new 
movement. Alarmed by the number of converts, the 
three state-churches instituted repressive measures to ar-
rest further growth of the movement. The Pietistic-
Brethren were subsequently per ecuted and banished 
from their homes. Fleeing from place to place, they 
gradually centered in and around two areas: Witt-
gen tein and Ysenburg-Budingen 61 (Figure 5), particu-
larly in the former. 
The Pieti tic-Brethren gravitated toward Y enburg-
Budingen and Wiltgen tein because the rulers, being 
somewhat tolerant, permitted a moderate degree of re-
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ligious freedom. In Ysenburg-Budingen, Brethren-Pi-
etism focused in Marienborn and such nearby places 
as Dudelsheim, Eckartshausen, Rohrbach, Stockheim 
and Bergheim (Figures 5 and 7).62 The chief center 
of Brethren Pietism in Wittgenstein was the small 
community of Schwarzenau and the surrounding vil-
lages of Christianseck, Schlechter Boden, Elsoff, and 
Stuntzel (Figures 5 and 7).63 Wittgenstein, the more 
tolerant of the two provinces, 64 became the primary 
center of Pietism, particularly the town of Schwarz-
enau where the Brethren movement originated. How-
ever, a few Pietist-Brethren resided around Duisburg, 
Solingen, Dusseldorf, Krefeld, and even Cologne in the 
northern Rhenish Palatinate and around Heidelberg 
and Worms in the southern Rhenish Palatinate. 
EUROPEAN ORIGINS AND SPATIAL 
HISTORY OF THE BRETHREN 
The Pietists at Schwarzenau were intense students 
of the New Testament and became deeply impressed 
by the biblical injunction of adult faith bapt\sm. 65 
Alexander Mack, now at Schwarzenau, quickly be-
came the dominant personality among the Brethren-
Pietists. By this time (1708), the movement assumed 
a more Anabaptist view of the church66 apparently 
to the displeasure of Hochmann , sti ll a radical Pietist. 61 
Whether the Anabaptist approach was or was not caused 
by the influence of Mack is difficult to ascertain . 
Founding of the Brethren Movement 
Sometime during the summer of 1708, a total of 
eight persons, one of whom was Alexander Mack, 
gathered at the Eder River near Schwarzenau. Here at 
the Eder, one of the eight baptized Mack by trine 
(triple) immersion; and then he, in like manner, bap-
tized the other seven. 68 This new movement was 
reluctant to give itself a name; the members simply 
referred to themselves as "brethren ." In Europe they 
were named New Baptists, Schwarzenau Baptists, and 
other identifying terms to distinguish them from similar 
Anabaptist sects.69 Baptism by triple immersion sub-
sequently resulted in them being identified by a number 
of terms both in Europe and America, the popular 
term in southeastern Pennsylvania being Dunkard. '0 
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Thi event at the Eder River inaugurated the Brethren 
faith which was to per i t in Germany for little more 
than two decades; after which the Brethren migrated 
to Pennsylvania, terminating their geographic history 
in Europe. And unfortunately, a tated earlier, the e 
two decades of the eel'S spatial history are practically 
unrecorded. 71 
Spatial Hi tory of the Brethren Congregation 72 
Following the previou ly de cribed ceremony in the 
Eder River, the original group of eight per ons developed 
a flourishing congregation around Schwarzenau in 
Wittgenstein (Figures 5 and 8). The Pieti ts in the 
several villages around Schwarzenau and other area, 
such as Hesse Kassel and the northern Rheni h Palatinate, 
probably became members of this original congregation 
(Figures 5, 7, and 8) . Some of the mo t ardent 
adherents presumably became proselyter traveling to 
Basel, Hamburg-Altona and through the Palatinate 
(Figure 8) to obtain additional convert and e tabli h 
congregations. However, there i little evidence that 
they experienced much succe s in this endeavor. A 
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econd izeable congregation was firmly e tablished at 
Marienborn in Y enburg-Budingen by 1715 and prob-
ably wa compri ed of former Brethren-like Pietist 
from the urrounding towns and per hap from the 
outhern Rheni h Palatinate and outhern He e Ka el 
(Figure 5,7 and 8). Finally, a third but much mailer 
congregation wa organized at Epp tein and probably 
con i ted of the few Brethren-Pieti t till re iding in the 
outhern Rheni h Palatinate who had not affiliated with 
the other congregation (Figure 5, 7 and 8). Un-
doubtedly all three congregation obtained convert 
from the e tabli hed state-churche , e pecially the Re-
formed. 
The Marienborn congregation, organized by 1715, 
enjoyed a rather brief period of tranquility. Strong 
hara sment from the tate-churche - the Reformed in 
particular - developed. Maltreatment and per ecu-
tion ranged from arre t, fine and impri onment through 
forced oath of allegiance to the tate-chur he , to 
enforced labor. Economic and religiou condition 
quickly became 0 intolerable that the ongregation 
di banded and migrated to Krefeld \ here the Brethren 
100 200 iles 
I I 
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reorganized the congregation (Figure 8). The Epp-
stein congregation presumably experienced similar, 
equally harsh treatment and they too, according to the 
skimpy evidence available, moved to Krefeld (Figure 8). 
The Krefeld congregation was almost immediately 
confronted by the same intolerable conditions imposed 
upon them by the state-churches in their former homes 
at Marienborn and Eppstein, as the Reformed Church 
revoked what little religious freedom they still possessed. 
Compounding the situation still further, internal dissen-
sion regarding church discipline began convulsing 
the Krefeld Brethren . The combined influence of 
internal strife, external economic and political pressures, 
and religious suppression caused a precipitous decline 
in membership. 
Under the leadership of one Peter Becker, the re-
maining members of the Krefeld congregation migrated 
to Pennsylvania in 1719 for the purpose of preserving 
their identity and perpetuating the movement. The 
number of adherents involved in the 1719 migration 
is not known with absolute certainty nor is the route 
of migration thoroughly documented. However, it 
eem piau ible to assume that the Krefe1d group mi-
grated from Rotterdam via Cowes (Figure 8). 
Thus, by 1720 there remained but one active Brethren 
congregation in Germanic Europe, that at Schwarzenau 
(Figure 8) . The original Schwarzenau congregation 
apparently lived in relative peace from 1708 to about 
1719. In 1720 the Schwarzenau congregation, under 
the guiding hand of Alexander Mack, moved to Wester-
vain in the etherlands (Figure 8). The reason or 
reasons for this move is sketchy and unclear. Over 
the next decade the Westervain congregation, under the 
guiding hand of Alexander Mack, grew and prospered 
obtaining a number of converts, again mainly from 
the Reformed Church. Correspondence from mem-
bers of the former Krefeld group describing the ex-
tremely favorable living conditions in their new home-
land caused Alexander Mack to lead the majority of 
Westervain Brethren to Rotterdam via Cowes (Figure 
8) in 1729. Setting sail from Rotterdam on July 7, 
1729, some 59 families consisting of 121 persons ar-
rived in Philadelphia on September 15 of the same year. 
The 1719 and 1729 migrations included nearly all the 
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European Brethren who did not return to their former 
churche. A few individual fami lie or mall groups of 
not more than everal adherent migrated to Phila-
delphia between 1731 and 1735. Thus, for a ll practical 
purpo e , the European patial hi tory of the Brethren 
movement came to a conclu ion by or oon after 
1730. 
SUMMARY 
There i no absolute proof of the ize of the Brethren 
movement in Germanic Europe, but it probably never 
exceeded around 300 adherent. Although there is no 
conclu ive documentation, between 225 a nd 250 Brethren 
came to P enn ylvania7l in two major migration. 
Becau e of their clo e affinitie with the Anabaptist 
sects, they were rapid ly as imilated into the Sou thea tern 
Penn yl ania Plain Dutch Community, con i ting al 0 
of the Ami h, Mennonite, a nd until near the end of 
the la t century the chwenk fe lder. 7' 
Founder of the Brethren faith took the name ew 
Bapti t 75 and adopted the religiou precept of Pieti m, 
which i rooted in a nd emanate from Anabapti m, 
the my tica l theology of the chwenkfelder, and other 
source. Therefore, Brethren religiou underpinnings, 
more, and ecular li vi ng are ak in to the Men no nite, 
Ami h, and Schwenkfelder. European patial ex-
perience are a l 0 imilar to tho e of the other three 
ects: religious intolerance; period of severe maltreat-
ment by the e tabli hed tate-churche of the time, 
inter per ed with brief period of peace a nd to leration; 
flight from place to place to avoid per ecuti on ; and 
ub equent migration from Germanic urope (Figure I) 
to the Briti h-American colonie, particularly P enn yl-
vania, in anticipation of religiou a nd other liberti e . 
Upon arriving in Penn ylvania, the Brethren - who 
were referred to as Tunken, a mong other termi nologie , 
in Europe because of their method of bapti m a well 
as to di sti nguish them from other group - were called 
Dunkards by the English- peaki ng Pennsylvanian .76 
Thus, the word Dunkard represent the "corrupted" 
mispronunciation of a German word, ju t a the word 
Deutsch was "corrupted" to Dutch . From their arrival 
to the present, the Brethren have been called Dunkards 
in southeastern Pennsylvania without any " disparag-
ing" connotation intended. 77 
Because of all this confusing terminology, the 
Brethren decided in 1836 to take the official name of 
Fraternity of German Baptists. In 1871 the church 
changed its name again, thi s time to German Bapti t 
Brethren. A third and final change in 1908 resulted 
in adopting the official title of Church of the Brethren. 78 
Despite their official name, however, the Brethren are 
still known as Dunkards in sou thea tern Pennsylvania. 
Since their arrival in Philadelphia (Germantown), 
this church - like the Amish and Mennonites , but un-
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like the Schwenkfelders - has grown and prospered , 
spreading Jrom the Philadelphia a rea over the United 
States into Latin America , Africa, and Asia. Present 
membership is about 300,000 baptized adherents, 79 
the largest si ngle concentration is probabl y still located 
in southeastern Pennsylvania. 
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THE VOYAGE of BISHOP NAAS, 1733 
by J ohanne N aa 
with Introduction and Bibliography 
by Isaac Clarence Kulp, J r. 
Isaac Clarence Kulp, Jr. 
The Church of the Brethren is one of the younges t 
churches to take advantage of the offer of shelter and 
freedom for worship William Penn made near the end 
of the seventeenth century. It was the year 1708 
when eight brethren, discontent with the religious in-
sufficiencies they saw around them, covenated together 
at Schwarzenau in the territory of Wittgenstein. They 
bapti ed each other in the waters of the stream there, 
the Eder, and moved about the country to organize, 
albeit with some difficulty, small communities of the 
faithful. Harassed and challenged by the secular 
authorities , they nonetheless added new converts, some 
of whom took up leadership roles immediately. Among 
those were Johann Henrich Kalckloeser of Franken-
thai, Christian Liebe and Abraham Duboy from Epstein, 
Johannes Naas from Norten in Westphalia and Peter 
Becker of Dillsheim. 
The Church of the Brethren was originally a radical 
"Baptism-minded" (Taufgesinnten) community with 
polity and discipline based on the principle of con-
sensus. This meant that even though they believed 
in strict gospel discipline and the excommunication of 
tho e who departed from the gospel order of their 
community, they also believed that the Bishops should 
not take precipitate action in any major matter until 
each member of the congregation could give their "yea 
and amen" to the decision. This was referred to as 
taking the "Rath der Gemeinde" (counsel of the 
congregatiort). 
A breakdown of unity raises the possibility of schism 
and spiritual disaster. This happened at Crefeld. A 
young preacher, Martin Hacker, married outside the 
faith. Although the wife was Mennonite, Christian 
Liebe, Bishop of the Brethren community at Crefeld, 
acting without consulting the congregation a~ a whole, 
excommunicated Hacker. Joh annes aas, another of 
the Dunker preachers at Crefeld, was greatly dis-
tressed by that unbrotherly action . Naas departed from 
Crefeld and wen t to Switzerland for a time. Later 
at the vigorous urging of Alexander Mack, the most 
respected name of all in the ranks of the Brethren, 
Johannes not only rejoined the Brethren but sailed to 
join Mack and his small community in America. 
Very shortly after, aas became Bishop of the Brethren 
congregation at Amwell in Hunterdon County in West 
New Jersey. 
Liebe reacted in several most peculiar activities and 
later himself married outside the congregation of the 
faithful. Naas joined Mack in Pennsylvania at least 
temporarily, to be followed by his own son in two years . 
Peter Becker, a young lay preacher at Crefeld, also 
made the momentous decision to emigrate to America 
about then . That voyage to America was far from 
pleasant as the letter sent by Johannes Naas to his 
son Jacob Wilhelm Naas, will attest. 
No wonder a successful voyage was something to 
sing and praise God for. No wonder Christians fell on 
their knees on the docks to glorify God for His grace 
and mercy having brought them safely to the shores 
of a New World. Upon landing in Pennsylvania, the 
Brethren from Crefeld scattered and it required more 
than four years to regroup and reunite them. For 
many of the Brethren settlers the community a short 
five miles west of Philadelphia, called Crefeld by Holland 
Dutch Mennonites who originally settled it thirty years 
earlier, was at least briefly to be home. Of course 
their English, Welsh and Irish neighbors called the 
place Germantown. 
Brother Johann Jacob Preiss (spelled Price by later 
generations) was one of the original Dunker immigrants 
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fro m refeld and ettled along the Indian Creek, orne 
twenty mile beyond Germantown, as ear ly as 172!. 
He had been an active eva ngelizing Brother in Europe, 
accompanying Johanne Naa on numerou mi ionary 
journey. 
ear Indian Creek tand the Klei n Meeti ng Hou e 
and adjoi ning Harley burial ground where both Peter 
Becker, early euler and Brethren leader, and Abraham 
Harley a el, hi torian and bibliophile of a later gen-
eration , lie buried. The Klei n Meeting hou e i laid out 
in the 1770 a rchitectural tyle even though built later 
than that. It ha plain benche which face the preacher ' 
table from three direction, bringing the great majority 
of wor hipper face to face. 
The i th o lde t congregation , that at mwell meet-
inghou e, ergeant vi lle, ew Jer ey, wa 10 ely as 0-
cia ted with Bi hop aa . ot o nly did he organize it 
and pre ide over orne of it early trouble orne time , 
GERMA TOW ,the 17th of Oct., 1733 
Heartily Beloved Son, Jacob Wilhelm aa, 
I greet thee and thy dear wife Margareta, together 
with her dea r children, very heartily ... The eternal 
and almighty God give you all much light of grace 
and faith 0 that you may not only choo e the good 
in time of grace, but may you al 0 win the true 
and active faith, in true sanctification and childlike 
obedience in Christ Je us. Would that the great God 
through Jesu Christ might work this within u and in 
all who love hi appearance. Amen, ye ; Amen. 
As I have been reque ted by some to de cribe our 
journey, I have not been able to refu e it entirely, 
therefore I will do it in a hort a way as po ible . 
[He then refers to a letter of September 15th, from 
Germantown, announcing their sa fe arrival, and al 0 to 
a letter from Pl ymouth, England, in which he de cribe 
the journey from Rotterdam to that place, but which 
letter i not now believed to be in exi tence .) 
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he made it a focal point of Church of the Brethren 
activities in New Jersey. Indeed, Naas turned up the 
Old York Road into West Jersey very shortl y after 
hi arrival in Philadelphia, moving along a trail of 
ettl ement used by a grea t many Germans come to 
estab li h their fa milies in the New World . The Amwell 
congregation was not only the oldest in New Jersey 
but beca me pro perous under the guidance of J ohannes 
aa. A respected leader, he was one of the peace 
delegation ent fro m Germantown to Ephrata to attempt 
LO heal the breach which had developed . The mission 
wa not ucce sful but attention focused upon this old 
and venerable preacher, aas, so recently arrived from 
Germany. George Adam Martin, a visi tor to Amwell, 
paid high compliments to the wisdom and alert mind 
of the aging aas . Bishop aas died 12 May 1741 
a nd wa buried there with his wife and family. 
ICKJr 
The 24th of June we went from Rotterdam to within 
half an hour' s distance from Dort, where we lay till, 
the wind being contrary. On July 3rd we tarted and 
the hip wa drawn by men everal times on the ri er 
Maa ,a far a the neighborhood of Helvoet luy . 
There the wind became favorable 0 that we ailed int-o 
the ea on July 5th, near Helvoetsluys. Then the 
ea icknes began among the people, that i , dizzine 
and vomiting. The greate t number after ha ing 
vomited could begin to eat again . 
On the 13th of July, early in the morning, we 
arrived in the port of Plymouth, which port lie in the 
mid t of rock . We had to lie in the middle of the 
harbor until the hip wa relea ed by the cu tom officer 
and provi ioned . 
On July 21 t we ai led into the big ocean and on our 
left we 10 t the land, France and pain. The 24th 
we al 0 10 t it on our right, namely England. The 25th 
a little child died . It came upon the hip very i k; the 
next day about 8 o'clock it wa buried in the ea. When 
the body fell from the plank into the water I aw \\ ith 
great a LOni hmenl that a large number of big fi h ap-
peared and darted quickly away in front of the hip, as if 
they wi hed to flee from the corp e. 
For ten days we had teadi ly a good breeze, 0 that 
we sa iled a long way o n the big ocean . 
The 28th of July, before daylight, a French man-of-
war by the name of Elizabeth , came near u . Thi 
apta in examined our aptai n in French. A fter ha -
ing made themselves known LO each other , they wi hed 
one another a happy trip and each went o n hi cou rse. 
After this day we had very cha ngeable weather 0 tha t 
in three weeks we made only sixty hour (about 180 
miles), which in very good wind we could ha e do ne 
in one day . 
On August 3rd , I got up an hour before day in 
order to see how it was going, as I had made up my 
mind to watch the compass during the entire trip , 
to see if there would be a change in our course. 
When I reached the ladder, all the people were still asleep 
and a bedstead was under the ladder, and the cover-
let of the people lay high up again t the ladder, and 
during the night it had been raining a little so that it was 
slippery under the trap-hole, and while I was standing 
on the top step of the ladder and was about to climb 
on deck, the people in their bed stretched themselves 
and unwittingly knocked the ladder from under my feet; 
then I fell down from the top and with my left side 
I struck upon the ladder, that I was almost uncon-
scious and lay there a long time before I could get 
up. Then I had to lie on my back about two weeks 
until I could get up again and walk a little. At first 
I feared that I would remain lame, but to the great God 
be all the glory in his Son, who has caused me to get 
well again without herbs or plaster, so that I feel but 
little of it any more. 
The 4th the crew early in the morning spiked a big fish 
with a harpoon. It was as long as an ordinary man and 
shaped in its head like a pig, also in body and insides like 
a pig . 
The 7th of August during the night again a little child 
died and in the same hour a little boy was born, and 
the dead child buried at sea on the 8th. 
The lIth and 12th we had a storm, which was not very 
strong; however, it lasted forty-eight hours, so that all 
the sails had to be reefed, the rudder fastened, and the 
portholes boarded up, so that we were sitting in dark-
ness, while the force of the waves struck through the 
porthole glass into the beds . Some people always have to 
vomit during every storm and strong, stiff winds. 
On the 13th again a little boy was born. The 17th 
we had another storm, which was much stronger than 
the first for six or eight hours and blew the sea very high 
up . It lasted for one and one-half days and one and 
one-half nights, but towards the end was not so strong. 
ail , rudder, hole , e erything wa hurriedl ' fa tened 
up and left to \\ ind and ea. fter that it grew 0 aim 
that \\e did not get much from the pot during e\eral 
day. During thi time the people got \ ell again from 
dizzine and omiting. Then we got again trong wind 
from the ide b \ hich \ e made good headwa . 
On the 23rd of ugu t again a child died a nd wa 
buried at ea tha t e ening. 
The 26th, about 5 o'clock P .M ., \ e pa ed by a rna t 
tanding fa 1, the point of which howed a hal f ard 
abo e the water, quite immo able and ith end of ro pe 
still on it. By good fort une our ship pa sed it at 
about a rod 's di tance. The Capta in had just been 
drinking tea . Many people were ery much frightened 
by thi ight , because it wa impo sible for this rna t to 
be tanding on the bottom and it yet wa immovable. 
The 30th, the la t men tioned man again 10 t a child 
and was buried at ea that night. Then we saw the fir$t 
little fi sh with wings fl ying over the ea for two or 
three rod. 
On September 6th in the morning the First Mate 
piked a dolphin , which are quite different from what 
they are pictured in Germany . This day we had much 
heat and little breeze. 
The 7th, another big fish was caught by the crew, which 
was called shark. The crew took a hook, which was very 
large and strong and of about a finger 's thickness; to this 
they fasten one and one-half pounds of bacon. When 
they aw the fi sh near the ship's side they threw the hook 
with the bacon to him, which he swallowed at once 
and since the fish was very thick and five feet long and of 
great strength in his tail, as well in as out of the water, 
they drew him into the ship with a very hard pull, 
and drove back all the people so that it should not hurt 
anybody, as he struck the deck so powerfully with his tail 
that if he should have hit anyone against the legs, those 
would certainly have been struck in two. But after the 
ship's carpenter had cut off his tail with his axe after ten 
strokes, his strength was all gone. His mouth was so big 
that he might have swallowed a child of two years. The 
flesh the Captain ordered to be distributed to the 
delighted people. 
On the 11 th again a little child died, without anybody 
having noticed it until it was nearly stiff, and the 12th 
it was buried at sea. 
The 13th a young woman, who had always been in 
poor health, died in childbirth and was buried at sea 
on the 14th, with three children, two of them before 
and now the third one just born, so that the husband 
has no one left now. 
On the 16th in the morning about four o'clock a 
woman fifty years of age died; she had not been well 
during the entire trip and always repented having left 
her native place. She was buried at sea that same day. 
And since the trip owing to the many changes of 
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wind had lasted somewhat long and the greater number 
of the people had aU consumed their provision and their 
conception [imagination or expectation] wa alway et 
upon six weeks from land to land, they had gone on eat-
ing and drinking hard, from morning until late at night. 
Then at last they found it a great hardship to live on the 
ship's fare alone; thus the greater number 0 entirely 
lost courage that they never expected to get on land again. 
On the 17th a small land bird, which they call the little 
yellow wagtail in Germany, perched down everal time 
on our ship, that the people could have a good look at 
him. This caused great rejoicing among them, that 
they clapped their hands with joy. 
On the 18th a ship from Rhode Island came up to u . 
It had a cargo of sheep and other things, in order to ail 
to the West Indies, which our Captain spoke through a 
speaking tube; after they had made their arrangements 
they reefed their sails on both the ship, ince there wa 
but little running anyhow and our Captain had a boat 
lowered into the water and rowed with four eamen to 
their ship. When they had drunk the welcome together, 
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he returned and brought with him half a bag of apples, 
a goose, a duck, and two chickens and distributed the 
beautiful apple at once among the people. That 
cau ed great rejoicing to get such beautiful American 
apples on the high ea, and tho e which were still left 
over he threw among the people to grapple for them, 
and they fell in heap over one another for the beautiful 
apples. 
On the 19th, a trange looking fish came upon the ship. 
It wa shaped like a large round table and had a mouth 
like two little shallow ba kets. The same evening a large 
number of big fi h came from the north towards our 
hip and when they had reached the hip they hot down 
into the deep, in frollt, behind and under the ship, so that 
one could not see one any more on the other side of the 
ship. 
On the 20th again a young married woman died and 
wa buried at ea the arne night, and on thi evening 
again came a large number of countle s big fi h from the 
north which one could ee from high above the water and 
which did just like the former, that one could not ee 
one on the other ide of the ship. Thereupon we had a 
very heavy fall of rain that some people caught half 
keg of water, only from the ails and from the Captain' 
cabin. Thi was followed by a powerful wind torm from 
the northwe t. The ea ro e up 0 high, that when one 
looked into it, it was ju t a if one were ailing among 
high mountain all covered with now; and one moun-
tain-wave ro e over the other and over the ship 0 that 
the Captain and Fir t Mate and the Cook were truck 
by a wave that they kept not a dry thread on them; 
and 0 much water poured into the hip that many 
people' beds, which were near to the holes were quite 
filled with water. The hole were ha lily boarded up, 
the rudder bound fa t, and the hip wa , with aery 
lowly-reefed ail et ideway to the wind, 0 that it 
hould not roll 0 hard on both ide. The torm la ted 
the entire night with great violence, 0 that without an 
fear one could well ee that it ~as not alone the ea-
wonhines of the hip that it could weather uch power-
ful blows, but that it wa pre er ed in the lmight> 
hand of the Lord, in order to make known to man hi 
mighl. 
To him be above all and for all the glory, men. 
ot a human being remained on deck, but one ailor 
who was tied fa t in order to watch by the rudder; all 
the rest, the aptain, the mate, the seamen crawled 
into their beds in their wet clothes, and the hip 
lay ideway to the wind alway on it ide 0 that it 
drew water all the time, which however, poured out 
agai n. At midnight the wave truck 0 hard against 
the portholes aft, that two board prang away from the 
windows where part of the people lay in leep and 
lumber, and the water ru hed in through the window, 
a big as it was, and straight into the bed, which 
cau ed a great terror to those who lay near the window. 
The water took away a board together with the rope; 
we all sprang up because the friends who lay near the 
window had not tied the board fast enough and the 
misfortune might have become a very great one. We 
took a wool bag, which was handy, and stopped the 
window up and the other one with the board, that was 
made fast again. 
The ship's carpenter the next morning made a new 
window board. The storm also abated a little and thus 
the anxiety of the people grew a little less and towards 
two o'clock in the afternoon it cleared, the wind 
ceased, and the portholes in the ship were opened, and it 
was beautifully calm weather. Then the Captain quickly 
ordered a kettle of rice to be boiled, in order that 
the people might get something warm to eat that day 
and night for their supper. 
The 22nd at noon the ship lay as still as a house, 
then the people dried their clothes again . A good 
breeze sprang up at dinner time and blew all night, 
so stiff and so steady that one did not know in the 
ship that it was moving and yet made two miles and 
a half in one hour. At midnight the first soundings 
were made, 150 rods deep, and no bottom found. 
The 23rd at nine o'clock another sounding was made 
and at 55 rods ground was struck, at eleven o'clock at 
35 rods; shortly after , 20 rods; and yet we did not see 
any land, but were nearing the river [Delaware] . 
Then the people became very joyful on account of the 
good breeze and the ground being found. But the 
Captain did not trust himself to reach the river by 
daylight; since one could not see any land even, and at 
four o'clock in good wind he reefed the sails, and had 
the rudder tied fast, because there are many sandbanks 
in front and inside of the river . 
Early in the morning all sails were set again and we 
headed for the river although the breeze was not very 
favorable and there was a heavy fog. Then again 
the) made ounding and found 15 rod, and an hour 
later rod. t t\\elve 0' loc\... \\e a\\ the land \\ith 
great rejoicing. To\\ ard half pa t four we neared the 
river, for one is till ix hour awa) from it \\ hen 
one get in ight of il. Meanv.hile, 1 and the aptain 
caught ight of three boat ailing toward u; then the 
Captain cried, "The e are the pilot or teer men." 
One could hardly ee them among the wave. Then 
he had all the ail et and wa very glad that the 
pilot came to meet him. The fir t one who arne he 
did not accept, but when the econd came, whom 
he knew, he took him into the hip at once, intending 
to ail into the river that arne night, howe er, ~hen 
we were on both ide again t the land ju t in front of 
the river, uddenly from the outh eta torm broke 
100 e uch a we had never had yel. Then all had to 
help reef the ail, and the anchor wa thrown out for the 
first time. There we lay fast, and the water had no 
longer such a great power becau e it had not more than 
7 rods of depth. So we lay at anchor all night and the 
torm oon cea ed. 
The 25th, early in the morning, we weighed anchor, 
set sail , and tacked into the river. We saw there on 
both sides with so much joy as can easily be imagined, 
the land and the beautiful trees near the shore just 
as if they had been planted there. 
On the 26th the before mentioned last born baby 
died and was buried in the river. That same day 
during the night we sailed into the narrows of the 
river, which is indeed very delightful to see, as wide as 
the Rhine where it is the widest, and on both banks 
are the most beautiful woods and groves and here and 
there houses stand on the banks which have fish nets 
hanging to dry in front of them. 
The following day, the 27th, we passed New Castle 
with little breeze and in a very dense fog. This town 
lies forty miles distant fro m Philadelphia. Since we 
had very little wind we had to sail mostly with the 
tide or with the current of the water, therefore we 
sailed during the 28th, and on the afternoon of the 
29th we arrived safely in Philadelphia. 
We were met by brethren and sisters in small boats 
who brought us fine bread , apples, peaches and other 
refreshments of the body, for which we gave thanks 
to the Highest publicly on the ship near the city, with 
singing and ringing shouts of delight. With many 
tears we praised and glorified the Lord for having 
preserved us in his Father's hand, and having carried 
us as on the wings of the eagle so that we all could meet 
again in love on this side of Eternity. See, dear 
children, brethren and friends, this is in short the 
description of our journey across the very big sea. 
If I were to relate everything how things went with 
the people on the ship, there could be much more to 
write and it grieves my heart, when I remember that 
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100ft n told them when on the hip, I did not think 
that with all the un lean pirit of Hell there cou ld 
be wor e going on with cur ing, wearing, bla pheming 
and bating [fighting], with over eating a nd drinking, 
quarreling day and night, during torm and weather, 
that the aptain often aid he had taken many people 
over to thi country a lready but had in a ll hi day 
never yet een anything like thi . 
He thought they mu t ha e been po e ed by the de-
mon [devil] . Therefore they made uch a good picture 
of Hell, although to u they were all very kind, friendly 
and helpful and they held u a ll in great fear. 
The aptain often threatened he would order orne of 
them to be bound to the rna t and to be whipped 
by hi ailor from head to foot, till they remained 
bad. 
ow I wi ll report orne more experience in regard to 
the great danger and hard hip of the journey to 
Penn yl ania. 
The danger of thi journey thi; if God hould 
be again t one and were wi ll ing to work Hi re enge 
and ju ti ce again t u , no one, of cour e, cou ld e -
cape from him, a little a on land . nother danger 
would be if one went in an old bad hip upon the big 
ea, or with a hip rna ter who wa a tyrant or ignorant 
of ailing. But , if the Lord i not again t u , which 
mu t fir t be ettled, and one ha a good hip and good 
ailor then the danger i not half 0 great a o J'l e 
imagine it. The Lord u tain arth and ea and one 
in and on the other, therefore al 0 the ve el upon the 
ea and tho e who have gone up on high or down into 
the deep, and the eternal Jeho ah ha re ued them, 
they all hall come to him and hall prai e the name of 
the Lord who doe great wonder to the chi ld ren of 
men. 
The hard hip, howe er, of thi journey con i t of 
many kind and thing; but for my elf I ha e not to 
ay of many, on the contrary of but few hard hip 
on thi trip; but other ha e een and e perienced a 
great deal, e pecially fir t when people tart on thi 
trip who are not obliged to enter upon 0 grea t a journey. 
Second ly, when people tart thi enterpri e without 
any reason, a nd uffi cient deliberation and for the 
ake of material purpose. 
Thirdly, when people break up to move and e pecia lly 
married people when they are not fully agreeing with 
one another to begin such a long journey. 
The e three thing are the main reasons of all 
difficulties on thi s long journey, for I can say with 
full truth that on ix or seven ocean ve el I have 
heard of few people who did not repent their journey, 
although according to the declaration of the greate t 
number only extreme neces ity had driven them to it. 
Although there were a good number of educa ted peo-
ple among them, yet it wa with them too, on account 
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of the sad decline in their business affairs by the hard 
oppres ion of government, that caused them to leave 
or to become poor, and as poor people they cou ld 
no longer help them elves from getting into debt 
and becoming beggar. Nevertheless they so much 
regretted having ta rted on this journey that some 
became ick of it and were so furious that often they 
did not know what they were doing. eighbors ac-
cu ed one another. Hu band, wife, chi ldren fought 
bitter ly. Instead of helping one another, they only 
added to the burden of each and made it every hour 
more unendurable, seeing that such people are obliged 
to be pent up together for thirteen, fourteen or fifteen 
week, what an amount of trouble must follow with 
uch nature! Then one can never do what one wants 
on a hip. Then there are some who wi ll con ume all 
the food they have taken with them whi le the ship' s 
fare i till good; thi they will throw into the water. 
But later on when the hip' s fare ha long been lying 
in the alt, the water e row foul melling, so that 
ri ce, barley, pea e and such can no longer be boiled 
oft in it, then the people have devoured and drunk 
e erything they had and then nece sity compel them to 
begin with the poorer tuff and they wi ll find that 
ery hard; and becau e the people live 0 clo ely 
together orne will then begin to tea l whatever they 
can get, e pecially thing to eat and drink. Then there 
are uch quanititie of lice on the people, that many 
per on are compelled to lou e for a whole day at the 
time, and if o ne doe not do thi ery frequently 
they might de our one. Thi wa a very great hard hip 
for a ll the people and for me a well. 
ow that we have afely arri ved in thi land a nd have 
been met b our own people in grea t love and friendship 
all the re t ha been forgotten in a moment ( 0 to 
peak), for the ake of the great joy that we had in 
one anot her. Thi hard hip ha la ted about nineteen 
week ; then it wa 0 er, wherefore be all the glory to 
the Highe t : Amen, yea; men! 
For it doe not rue u to ha e come here, and I 
wi h with all my heart that you a nd your children 
cou ld be with u ; however, it ca nnot be a nd I mu t 
not urge you a the journey i 0 trouble orne fo r 
people who are not able to patiently ubmit to e ery-
thing but often in the be t there are re tie mind , 
but if I could with the good \ ill of God do for ou 
children all, I a ure you that I would not he itate 
to take the trip once more upon me for our ake; 
not becau e one get one' living in thi land in 
idlene ! Oh! no; Thi country require diligent 
people, in whatever trade they may be - but then they 
can make a good living. There are, howe er, many 
people here, who are not particularly ucce ful; a it 
eem that if orne people were in Paradi e it \ ould 
go badly with them . Some are to be blamed for it 
them elves; for when they come to this country and 
see the beautiful plantations; the number of fine callie; 
and abundance in e erything; and, knowing that they 
only just have come here too, then they want to ha e 
it like that at once and will not Ii ten to any 
advice but take large tract of land with debt, borro 
catLl e and 0 forth. These mu t toil mi erably until 
they get independent. Well, what hall I ay, so it 
is in the world, where always one is better off than 
the other. I f a per on wants to be contented here 
with food and helter, he can under the ble ing of 
God and with diligent hand get plenty of it. Our 
people a re a ll well off; but o rne ha e more abundance 
than others , yet nobody i in want. What 1 heard 
concerning the people who do not have the money for 
the pas age, surpri sed me greatly, how it goe with the 
young, trong people and art isan, how quickly all were 
gone, bricklayers, ca rpenters, and whatever trade they 
might have. Also old people who have grown child ren 
and who under tand nothing bu t farm-labour, there 
the child takes two "freights" [fare for two] upon 
itself, its own and that of the father or of the 
mother for four years, and during that time it has a ll 
the clothing that is needed and in the end an entirely 
new outfit from head to foot, a horse or a cow with 
the calf. Small children often pay one freight and a half 
until they are twenty-one years old. The people are 
obliged to have them taught writing and reading and in 
the end to give them new clothes and present them with 
a horse or a cow. 
There are few houses to be found in city or country 
where the people are at all well off, that do not have 
one or two such children in them . The matter is made 
legal at the city hall with great earnestness. There 
parents and children often will be separated 10, II, 12, 
13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 hours [in distance] 
and for many young people it is very good that they 
cannot pay their own freight. These will sooner be 
provided for than those who have paid theirs and they 
can have their bread with others and soon learn the 
ways of the country. 
I will make an end of this and wish patience to 
whomsoever reads this. God be with you all, Amen . 
JOHANNES NAAS. 
N.B. - Now beloved children what more shall I 
write? It might perhaps arrange itself that you should 
come over here, then the writing would have an end, 
but if you do not come I shall some other time 
know more to write. Therefore, I will close for this 
time and commend you all with your dear children 
to the infinite love of God, who may lead and guide 
you himself that you do not enter upon the path of 
the sinners and do not sit where the scoffers sit, 
for that would not be good for you. 
The acquaintances, Brother Settlers, outside of 
Gundrich, are in eternit ; the other end hearty 
greeting : Brother Be ker, Brother Gantz, omrey, 
Riller, Paul, en., \\ith Brother a k, the old and the 
young Zeigler, and hi people, all end greeting 
and man other brethren and iter \ ho do not 
know you, and whom you do not kno - all greet 
er heartily tho e \ ho fear the Lord at re fell. 
Your in-Io e-faithfull 
JOH 
P . . - The mother and Elizabeth greet you heartily, 
they wi ll do 0 yet in their own hand. Do not forget 
to greet heartily all who a k new of u in 10 e, 
e en if their name were not mentioned. 
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SEGREGATION IN LIFE, SEGREGATION DEATH: 
LANDSCAPE OF AN ETHNIC CEMETERY 
by Yvonne 1. Milspaw 
Yvonne J. Milspaw 
Bethlehem Steel Company Office and 
Works from a postcard, about 1930. St. 
Peter's Roman Catholic Church IS on the 
right. 
The hi tory of a town i not nece arily to be 
found in it archive, hould it happen to po e one. 
or i it found entirely in the delicate and dry text 
it fa orite daughter and on produce for their 
bicentennial booklet. Thi [Own can now talk about 
the contribution of it diver e ethnic population, but 
until recently, the "foreign element" wa feared and 
derided and kept apart. The car of thi battle are 
plainly etched on the land cape. "The land pread 
tremendou ", Gla ie ay, "the people' own manu-
script, their handmade hi tory book ... the product of 
the di ine a erage." I And the tory of teelton - the 
town, the land cape, and the li ve of hundreds of tho e 
practically forgotten people who u ffered the terrible 
passion of 10 s and non-acceptance - is one of con-
sciou differences. A the e people were eparated in 
life in their home, their jobs, their language, their 
religion, so a lso they remained eparated in death. 
And if the cemetery is, as Bethlesen and Jen en have 
uggested, "a remarkably sensitive record of change, 
representing succes ive generation, each with it own 
distinctive set of value and ways of perceiving the en-
vironment," 2 then Steelton' old cemetery reflect a 
time in the not so distant past when the people aw 
themselves as eparate and not quite equal. 
In 1866 there were ix families living in the town of 
Baldwin, Dauphin County, ju t outh of Harri burg on 
the Susquehanna River when the Pennsylvania Steel 
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Company (now Bethlehem Steel) e tabli hed a plant 
there. In 1880 the name of the town wa changed [0 
Steelton, and the company began to attract immigrant 
laborer [0 the area. 3 At fir t the work force con-
i ted largely of nati e German Prote tants and Iri h 
atholic ,but oon large number of Southern European 
immigrant , particularly Slavics, moved to Steelton, lured 
by the promi e of relatively teady work. A few Ital-
ian, Hungarian, and a large number of Croatian 
and Slovenian moved into Steelton and the mill by 
the 1890'. Serbian began arriving about 1900, and a 
large group of Bulgarian and Macedonians from Prilip 
ettled there in 1918.· Additionally number of Black 
American found work in the mills, so that by 1920 
teelton had an immen ely diver e ethnic population 
numbering more than 13,000 people. And e en 
though the ethnic population of teelton wa not large 
and wa well contained, the highly con er ative Prote -
tant inhabitant of Dauphin County looked on thi 
"foreign element" with fear and dist ru t. 
The Steelton mill are located ju t barel abo e the 
flood plain of the u quehanna River at a point where 
high hill drop off uddenly onto the allu ial plain. 
Hence large portion of the town were built along 
dangerou Iy steep inclines or along the e en more 
treacherou flood plain. And naturall the e I than 
ideal building ite ,one which oon had row of hou e 
which" urrendered their individualit to innumerable 
layers of soot," l were the one a ailable to the immi-
grant laborer . T he better sites, the better job and 
ul ti mately the better status went to tho e \\ ho arrived 
first. ach new wa e of immigration afforded the old-
er re ident a higher , new status. There v.a alwa) 
o me o ne to look down upo n . 
Kin gro ups tended to a rrive together, they ell led 
together and o ft en o btai ned job in the mi ll s together. 
nd when mo re rela ti e a nd friend from the old 
country a rri ved , they fo und them job a nd hou e 
in the a me area . Hence in Stee lto n, both the mill 
a nd the town , became ethni ca ll y egrega ted area. 
In the mill s the Scots- Iri h and Germa n P rote tant 
and Iri h atho lics - the fir t e llier of the a rea -
held the upervisory and killed po itio n . T hey al 0 
owned a nd li ved in the centra l ec tio n of tow n -
above the nood plain but at the botto m o f the hill. 
Germa n a nd Hungarian Catholics were kill ed la bo rer 
a nd were em ployed in the frog and witch hop. 
They, too were ab le to live in the main ecti o n of 
town . Of lower status , ita lia n , C roatians a nd loven-
ians wo rked the o pen hearth , a nd lived in the " lower" 
end o f tow n , up agai nst the mou ntain. erbi a n , 
Bulga ri a n a nd Macedo nian , the la st immigrants 
a nd of the lowes t ta tu , we re em ployed a un ki ll ed 
labo rer in the blas t furnace .6 T hey lived in the West 
End , a notori o u Iy poor a rea of the flood p lain which 
was entirely des troyed in the 1972 n ood . Black were 
accorded the mos t meni a l pos itio ns of a ll ; o me work ed 
in the blas t furnace with the Serbia ns a nd Bulga ri a n . 
They too were segrega ted in a ectio n of town a long 
the mounta in , squeezed between the ru ling class uptown 
a nd the upwardl y mo bile Slovenes a nd Croatian on the 
" lower end ." 
At first a ingle Catho li c C hurch - St. J a mes pari h 
e ta bli hed in 1882 - erved a ll the no n-prote tants of 
Steelton . But the par i h ca tered to the need of the 
Iri h po pula tio n, a nd the re ulting cul tura l a nd lin-
guisti c ba rri e rs which co nfro nted the lavic imm igrant 
in the pa ri h were overwhelm ing. 7 Religio u societies , 
ba ed o n ethnic group , we re oon fo rmed a nd re-
fo rmed . The Sl. icho las Socie ty was at first a loose 
orga niza tion o f Slovenia ns a nd C roat ia n , but sp lit in 
1895 into the Croatian St. Lawrence Lodge a nd the 
Slovenia n St. Aloys ius Society. U ltima tely each was 
able to e tabli h it o wn pari h . In 1898 the As ump-
tion of the Ble ed Virgin M a ry pa ri h (usua lly 
ca lled St. Mary' ) wa founded, e rving a it till 
doe, a predominantly C roa ti a n po pulatio n . St. 
Peter' s , the Slovenian church, was not e tabli shed un til 
1909. By then St. James parish wa furth er d iv ided: 
the German a nd Hungarian had their o wn pa ri h 
(St. John the Evangelist , 1902) and the Ita lian popula-
tion their own (St. Ann 's , 1901) . 
If the Roman Catholics di vided themselve ::'y ethnic 
group, It come a no urpn e that the animo it) 
bet\\ een the atholi and rthodo\ hur ' he \\ hi h 
played 0 Important a role In uropean e\ ent of the 
era \\a arrted o\er into teelton' mi ro 0 mi popu-
lation. atholi roatian and Orthodo erbian got 
along no beller in the e\\ \ orld than in the old. 
or did nhodox erbian. and rthodo\ Bulgarian -
\\ ho lived in the ame neighborhood and \ orked the 
ame job - get along parti ularl well. l. i hola 
rthodox church and Holy nnuncia tion Bul-
garian- lacedonian rthodo hurch no\ er e the 
ame communit. vcn the laller e perienced a plit 
\\ hen an unpopular prie t er ed the pari h, but after 
a fe\\ iolent cene in \\ hi h (accord ing to o me 
ource ) the prie t \\ a murdered, that p lit wa healed . 
glance at the churche of teelton today re ea l 
the e en tial ethnic mix of the to\ n . There a re fi e 
Regu lar Bapti t churche , a Pr imit i e Ba pt i t church 
a nd o ne M ch urch, till er ing a predominantly 
Black popu la tion. Fi e Ro ma n atho li c pari he - t. 
J ame ( Iri h), l. nn ' ( Ita li a n), l. ary' (Croa-
tia n), l. Pete r ' ( 10 enia n), l. Jo hn the E angeli t 
(Germa n- Hunga ri a n) - ti ll ex ist , a do the two Ortho-
dox churche - l. icho la ( erbian) and Holy n-
nuncia tio n (M acedo nia n) . And the earl y German P ro-
te ta nt po pula ti o n i till in e idence and i upported 
by the pre ence of two Luthera n churche a nd o ne 
Menno nite Meeting Ho u e. The only other ch urch in 
teelto n i a recentl y e tabli hed Penteco ta l co ngrega-
tion . A ll the e churche er e a population Ie than 
9,000 people. E en more intere ting i the co n picuou 
a b ence o f two o f the large t churche of South 
Centra l Penn ylva nia: there i neither a Pre byterian no r 
a Methodi t church in tee lton . There i ti ll a ligh t 
tendency in thi regio n for the e churche to erve 
fairl y \ ell- to-do per on of Engli h a nd cots- Irish 
background . teelton ha few of ei ther. 
So the town wa egregated, the job in the mill 
were segregated, the chu rche were seg regated . It 
comes a no urpri e that the cemeter ie , too, were 
egregated . Mem ber of the Roman Cath o lic pa rishes 
were buri ed at some di tance in the co nsecrated ground 
that er ed Catholic in ou th Da uphin County. But 
the o ld Ba ldwi n cemetery, located o n the hill high 
above the town, the m ill a nd the ri ver , still ren ects 
that te rr ible eparation of Pro tes ta nt a nd Orthodox , 
o f Black a nd Wh ite, o f Serb ia n a nd Maced o nia n , Bul-
ga rian a nd Germa n . Esta blished in 1876 from land 
do na ted by businessma n Jo iah A. Dunkle , The Bald-
win Cemetery wa des igna ted " for the bur ial of white 
per ons." A sepa rate cemetery , called Midland, was 
"for colo red persons." 8 It is no longer used. For 
the res idents of Steel ton , separation was a way of life 
and o f death . 
The approach to the Baldwin cemetery is the pleasant 
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Feneri on a granite slab. 11 has been painted white. 
Ea ter 1979. Baldwin Cemetery . 
' . 
Tombstone and f eneri of immigrants f rom Bul-
garia. Ole the plastic egg included with lhe 
flowers at the gra ve. Baldwin Cemelery, Easter, 
1979. 
parklike atmo phere that haracteri zed nineteenth 
century rural cemetery, and there exi t all the conven-
tion of nineteenth century cemetery land cape garden-
ing . High on a hill above the dark atani mill, 
there are plea ant tree hading winding path, stone 
gates flanking a Downingesque caretaker' cottage, 
and carefully kept gra s carpet for Victorian monu-
ments .9 One gues e that all i well, peaceful, beyond 
the fury and mire of human vein . But knowing 
the rich ethnic mix of the town, something i ami s: 
all the marker have the names of prominent German 
and Engli heWer . Where are the others? They are 
far in the rear of the park, where the land slope 
dangerously off, and uncleared thickets begin, where 
there are piles of discarded flowers and broken stones. 
Far behind the plea ant lawn, there are the marker 
for the others. Simple concrete crosses, with lettering 
in a strange alphabet and a strange language. Poor 
and confused and despised, the ethnics lie buried on 
the edges and backs and trash heap of the upper 
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cla . 
The old part of the cemetery - the 19th and early 20th 
century tones are found ju t in ide the orth gate. 
From there the tone move forward year by year, 
toward the town and the river along the plea ant flat 
top of the ridge. Symbolically they face forward, 
urrounded by cla ici m, with the dangerou foreign 
element afely behind them clothed In medie al me si-
ne s. erbian to th e rear , Macedonian to the ide, 
Bulgarian along the edge, Black acro the treel, 
Catholic can go el ewhere. And thus the land cape 
of an early 20th century cemetery emerge with ethnic, 
racial and religiou egregation a it major premise. 
The mainline cemetery differ ery little from early 
twentieth century emeterie anywhere in America. It 
is well kept, full of con entional tone and entiment 
and the proper flower on the proper holiday. Di-
creetly eparated acro the treet, the William Howard 
Day cemetery, the town' new and immaculate Bla k 
cemetery tands, a tribute to planned ymmetry and 
careful gardening. A modern memorial park, it actual 
Applied acrylic cross on metal 
rat poison box and set on a 
rough stone base. Baldwin 
Cemetery, 1979. 
Elaborate tin feneri with both 
cutout and punched tin designs. 
It is painted silver and set on a 
concrete slab. Baldwin Cem-
etery, 1979. 
Feneri made from United 
States Government am-
munition box with applied 
tin cross and roof. Bald-
win Cemetery, 1979. 
markers are barely visible. Two carefully delineated 
paths, outlined with symmetrically trimmed boxwood 
intersect in a cross at the cemetery's center. There 
statues of the four apostles (St. Matthew, the Mes-
senger, with an angel-; St. Mark, the Recorder with 
a lion; St. Luke the Evangelist with a bull and St. 
John the Theologian with an eagle) look outward to 
the edges of the field. The outer boundaries of the 
park are marked by the road on the North, a small 
chapel on the East edge, a statue of an angel on 
the South, and a figure of Christ on the West. Lud-
wig suggests that the markers in cemeteries are "deep 
expressions of popular piety and religion;") O if so, 
it leaves us in little doubt that Steelton's Blacks are 
a devoutly Christian Protestant community. 
The sections of the main cemetery designated for the 
Serbians, Bulgarians and Macedonians reveal aspects of 
a religious life far different from that expressed by -the 
German Protestants or the Blacks . Even the crosses 
are different. And a different attitude about death 
seems to prevail, separating an already differellt people 
Painted eggs inside feneri at the Baldwin 
Cemetery. Easter, 1979. 
even more. 
In the Bulgarian-Macedonian section of the cemetery, 
graves are beautifully kept and regularly cared for. 
And here one is apt to find feneri (literally, lanterns), 
small metal boxes which house candles, and, on oc-
casions, other grave offerings. Feneri are handmade, 
usually by local steelworkers or family members. 
Some were reported to have been made by a local 
blacksmith. Usually measuring about 15" square, and 
standing not more than 24" high, they almost always 
take the form of a small square house with a pitched, 
hipped or shed roof. There is usually a conspicuous 
door, although on about a quarter of them it is the 
roof itself which opens. A few have windows or chim-
ney stacks for ventilation. 
Most feneri were constructed from sheet metal, al-
though there were several made from found objects -
a milkbox, a military ammunition box and a metal 
box which was labeled "Poison-Rodent Bait," - and 
one was of cast concrete. Still another was a tin 
lined hole in the ground, covered with a flat metal 
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heet. orne had externa l decora tion: there were 
e era l with cro e - rthod or hri tian - cut 
from metal and attached. Two had de ign punched 
into the tin door: one of tho e wa a cro , the other 
wa the name "Olga". everal were painted white or 
grey; particularly memorab le one were painted go ld 
with beige trim to match a imila rl y painted tone. 
Often the jeneri are et on their own mall concrete 
lab ju t to the ide of or in front of the tomb-
tone it elf. 
The content were invariably imilar: each contained 
a layer of and or a he a nd wrought metal candle 
holder, a brick with hole o r ome de ice to ho ld 
candle. At one time, it i reported, cand le were 
placed at the grave every day; now they may be 
replaced every week. " If there i no jeneri at the grave-
ite, ca ndle may be placed directl y in the ground. 
The empha i in the Orthodox faith i on the re ur-
rection. Hence funerar cu tom are highly alued. 
A member of the Bulgarian Orthodo congregation 
of the town wrote: 
There i a tradition to u e wheat, wine, and oi l 
during the funeral and memorial ervice. Wheat 
ymbolize our faith in the immortality and re ur-
rection of our oul. Jut a a grain of wheat 
placed in the earth doe not die but bring forth 
fruit, in the arne way , death i not the end of life 
but relea e the oul from the body for everla ting 
life . . . Food i brought (to the cemetery) for the 
spirit. Forty day after one ha pa ed on, pecial 
ervices are aid at the cemetery and boiled wheat 
and unleavened bread i ea ten by all the relati e . 
The same procedure i followed three month later, 
then again in ix month . After each of the e 
there i a fea t. During Ea ter people bring food 
and colored egg to the cemetery and place them 
on the grave or in the lantern. 12 
At one time intricately decorated egg, alway colored 
red, were the only one left at the gra ve in teel-
ton. The egg i an e pecially e teemed ymbol of re-
birth to those of the Orthodox faith, and the color 
red, representing the redeeming blood of hri t, give 
the symbol even greater impact. ' ) 
But in the Steelton cemetery on recent Orthodox 
Easters, only about half of the jeneri had egg or 
candles associated with them. And almo t none of the 
eggs were red - most were painted in blue and green 
polka dot. It i a umed that the ymbolic function 
of color no longer applie to the actual practice of 
this community. Additionally, a the painting and 
placing of the eggs is now largely a job for mall 
children, often a a Sunday School project, it i 
possible that American child-ae thetic here over-
coming a thousand year of orthodoxy . 
The erbian ection of the cemetery ha remained 
bare and unkept. The graves were not decorated at 
-..0 
a ter, nor were the weed cut away, nor the faded 
flower rep laced or the broken stones repai red. Some 
grave are totally covered by debri s, litera l garbage 
dump . It is sa id that many graves have been moved 
from thi ection to other cemeteries . Still others are 
the graves of the indigent and nameless poor who 
failed in their attempt to begin a new life in America . 
Happi ly a Steelton citizen's committee i now attempt-
ing to have the cemetery cleaned up and cared for. 
The borough ha ordered the demolition of the care-
taker' COllage which had fa ll en into considerab le di s-
repair. 
or the ear ly re ident of teelton life was epara-
tion: job and housing a nd churches and socia l clubs 
continued the eth ni c i olation begun by language and 
cu lture. In death it wa not different. Death was no 
leveler of per on; it wa not permitted to erase 
ethnic identificat ion . 0 the cemetery of Steelton 
tand divided, a monument to thing past, an historical 
text that i both patial a nd temporal. It reminds us 
adly and gently of what is pa t or pas ing or 
perhap to come. 
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by A. E. Young 
The Greene statue at Guilford Court House 
As an enthusiast of American History, I decided over 
a score of years ago, the best way to understand this 
subject was to actually visit and inspect the scene of 
the action. Thus, if you wish to experience the feelings 
of apprehension and dismay, which must have been 
felt by the assembled Minutemen in their "put-up or 
shut-up" situation, you have to visit Lexington Green 
in Lexington, Massachusetts. Recently when an invita-
tion to visit and work in North Carolina was extended 
to me by Appalachian State University, I was able to 
visit several historical sites. 
As a long-time admirer of Bruce Lancaster, I agree 
with his excellent From Lexington to Liberty - that 
the battles waged in the Carolinas did, indeed, have 
a significant impact on the outcome of the American 
Revolution. While the engagements of 1780-81 were 
small in scale, when compared to the large confronta-
tions of World War II for example, such battles 
as at King's Mountain, the Cowpens, and Guilford 
Court House definitely influenced and hastenc-d Corn-
wallis' subsequent surrender at Yorktown. Of these 
several battles, the fight at Guilford Court House 
certai nly ranks as one of the most important - both 
as to the effect on the Revolution's conclusion and as 
to the number of troops involved. The Guilford Court 
House action was also one of the best ever directed 
by Nathaniel Greene. 
Today, thanks to the interest of private groups, 
and subsequently to that of the U.S. taxpayer and the 
National Park Service, Guilford Court House, near 
Greensboro, North Carolina, is a delightful spot. Sim-
ilar to many other locations under their supervision, 
the Park Service has done much to make this site 
attractive to casual visitors and history scholars alike. 
Dominating the park area in front of the Park Service 
museum and headquarters at Guilford Court House is 
a wonderfully massive statue of General Greene - a 
fitting tribute to his contribution - and flanking this 
statue are walkways and paths that invite the visitor's 
inspection. 
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The Signers' monument af Guilford Court 
H ouse. 
Along one of the e path is another impressive monu-
ment that has the following inscription on its tablet: 
In Memoriam 
William Hooper and John Penn , Delegate from 
North Carolina, 1776, to the Continental 
Congress and Signers of the Declaration of Independence. 
Their remains were reinterred here in 1894 . 
Hewes' grave is lost. He was the Third Signer. 
'Lee, Henry and Hooper 
were the Orators of the Congress' 
John Adams'Diary Vol. 2, p. 396,1774. 
This monument was erected under auspices of the Guil-
ford Battle Ground Company, a dedicated organization 
essentially disbanded upon assumption of the area's 
administration by the Federal Government. 
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Plaque on the Signer's monument 
While at the time of my visit, I could only applaud 
the Battle Ground Company and it raising of the 
North Carolina Signer ' monument, I found the fore-
going trouble orne . Who were these three men? 
How could one become " 10 t" - vestiges of time not-
with tanding? Although I didn ' t doubt the fact of the 
inscription, I decided to inve tigate the "Hewe 10 " 
further. 
lntere tingly, not one of the three Signer was a 
native North Carolinian. Penn was born in Virginia 
in 1741 , moving to North Carolina in 1774. Hooper 
was born at Bo ton, Mas achu ett , in 1742, and moved 
to North Carolina in 1767. Hewe was born in New 
Jersey on January 23 , 1730, and he moved to North 
Carolina ometime between the late 1750' and the early 
1760's . (l wondered if the uncertainty in thi latter 
date wa akin to the 10 of his grave?) 
Joseph Hewes as pictured at the gate to Christ Church Bur-
ial Ground. - OriginalinFreeLibraryojPhilad./phia 
In any event, Joseph Hewes was educated at the 
school in Princeton, New Jersey, and upon comple-
tion of those studies he, coming from Quaker parentage, 
was apprenticed to a merchant in Philadelphia, Pennsyl-
vania. Upon completion of his apprenticeship, Hewes 
himself entered the Mercantile Business in Philadelphia, 
and he apparently was quite successful. Following 
his migration to North Carolina, Hewes settled in 
Edenton, where he soon became active in business 
and social affairs. He established a mercantile and 
shipping business, forming a partnership with a Robert 
Smith which firm, in time, owned its own wharf and 
ocean-going ships. Hewes became engaged to Isabelle 
Johnston, who died shortly before wedding vows were 
exchanged. Evidently deeply moved by this loss, Hewes 
never married. 
It could well be this personal tragedy - coupled to 
his successfu l business enterprise - projected Joseph 
Hewes into public life. He was a delegate to the 
Continental Congress of 1774, and again, he was in 
Philadelphia as a delegate in 1775, when the Meck-
lenburg Declaration was made. Because of his com-
mercial interests, Hewes apparently was well known out-
side the North Carolina colony. Evidently, too, in the 
absence of public funds, he drew upon his own busi-
ness resources to assist in our freedom's cause, and 
his ships made a substantial contribution to the import-
ing of needed goods and material. Within the many 
tasks accomplished in Congress, perhaps the most note-
worthy (today) was his Chairmanship of the Committee 
of Marine - in effect, our first Secretary of the Navy. 
Through his shipping activities, Hewes was acquainted 
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Historical marker outside Christ Church Burial 
Ground (Lost to vandals in 1976. Currently 
replaced by a plastic information board with 
pictures of the signers buried here.) 
Entrance to Burial Ground. 
with John Paul Jones, and he appointed Jones to the 
latter's command and was largely responsible for the 
outfitting and commissioning of ships for the Colonies' 
infant navy. 
Joseph Hewes seemingly was a prodigious worker -
and while according to contemporary reports not much 
given to the limelight of Congressional debate - he 
was an effective representative in his numerous under-
takings. Without wife and children, his energetic and 
single devotion to the work of Congress may well 
have impaired his health and caused his death before 
reaching the age of 50. Following a brief, final 
illness, Joseph Hewes died in Philadelphia, Pennsyi'-
vania, November 10, 1779. He was the only Signer of 
the Declaration of Independence to die at the then seat 
of our Government. 
In 1775, the' Society of Friends held a General 
Convention at which time the proceedings of the Con-
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tinental Congress were denounced. Like the earlier 
loss of his fiancee, this religious activity confronted 
Hewes with another personal conflict, and he withdrew 
from the Quaker Meeting! Knowledge of this develop-
ment - coupled to the location of his death - sug-
gested an approach to follow in locating Joseph Hewes' 
final resting place. 
At 5th and Arch Streets in Philadelphia is a restored 
Meetinghouse of the Free-Thinking Quakers. This sect 
was one that developed during the Revolution because 
its membership was willing to pay and collect taxes 
to aid the Colonies' cause and were unwilling to abide 
by the strict observances of the "regular" Meeting. 
Across the street from the Free-Thinking Quaker Meet-
inghouse is Christ Church's Burial Yard . 
Christ Church, founded in 1695, was established in 
keeping with a proviso inserted in William Penn's 
Charter for Pennsylvania. Many members of the 
General view of the Burial Ground, with Hewes site at the 
far left. 
• 
Hewes' marker in the Burial Ground. ~ ___________ ...... _ .... __ """"==' 
Continental Congres es attended ervices at Christ 
Church, and today it is known a " The ation's 
Church." Within the grounds of the Church itself, 
located at 2nd and Market Street in Philadelphia, 
are buried Signers Pierce Butler, Robert Morri , and 
Jame Wilson. The Burial Yard, located approxi-
mately three blocks distance from the Church, was 
purchased in 1719, a a result of the Vestry' deci ion 
to obtain ground "located in the suburb," as Phila-
delphia grew around the Church. 
Probably no other non-military cemetery contains 
as many Revolutionary leader a does the Burial 
Yard, and adjacent to it i an historical marker that 
reads: 
Land purchased in 1719. Just inside the metal fence is 
the grave of Benjamin Franklin . Other Signer of the Dec-
lara tio n of Independence buried here a re : Francis Hop-
kin on, Dr. Benjamin Rush , Joseph Hewes, and Geor[e Ross. 
The Biographical History of orth Carolina indicates 
that Joseph Hewes wi hed to be buried next to Mr. 
William Drayton; and in Christ Church's Burial Yard 
is a plaque on which the wording is: 
William Henry Drayton 
1742 - 1779 
outh Carolina. President of Provincial Congress in 1775; 
Chief Justice of South Carolina in 1776; Member of Con-
tinental Congress 1778 until death in Philadelphia in 1779; 
Signer of the Articles of Confederation. Grave unknown 
and unmarked . 
A marker , however, is exi tent for Joseph Hewes, 
and while its location can perhaps be questioned, I 
am content that within the confines of one-quarter 
of a city block, J 0 eph Hewes is at quietude with 
his peer Signers Franklin, Hopkinson, Ross, and Rush. 
" Rest in Peace, Joseph Hewes!" 
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Temporizing a ide, it i time to et the hi torical 
record straight on Regina Hartmann! Regina Leininger . 
The fact, readily a ailable, were thoroughly re earched, 
tudie , authenticated and initiall publi hed by Doctor 
Arthur D. Graeff in 195. The girl who were carried 
off into Indian capti ity after the Pine reek rna acre 
were Barbara and Regina Leininger . A memorial 
tone in the Lutheran cemetery near touch burg may 
be vi ited at any time. We did not too many years 
ago and napped thi photo, alo ng with one of the un-
u ual gray lime tone church be ide it. 
Our apologie to the Editorial Advi ory Board of 
Pennsylvania Folklije, and in parti ular to Mar ie K. 
Graeff, widow of Dr. Graeff. he wa hi co-worker in 
researching the real story orne year back. In a regular 
i sue, the errors of thi account would have been detected 
early. The Editorial Advi ory Board and the Editor 
are Ijsted on the masthead of all is ue , but unfortunately, 
none of us ee the Fe tival (Summer) i ue and it 
contents until after it i printed and ready for distribution. 
It is our hope to pre ent objective but hi torically 
accurate article in all four i ue of our fine magazine. 
We know you will continue to call u to ta k, a a 
number of you did in this case, if that high tandard i 
missed again. 
BEKANNTMACHUNG - NOTICE - The Myrin 
Library of Ursinus College ha had available for the 
past year, and it is now fully in u e, for students, faculty, 
researchers, friends and contributor to Pennsylvania 
Folklije, and all others, the Pjalzatlas, that exhaustive 
historical, economic and demographic geography of the 
Palatinate in the German Rhineland. The mas ive 
work has been edited by Willi Alter and his a ociate 
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in 1962 and ub equent yea rs. With the Pjalzatlas, 
the reader may also consult all the substantiating 
data , chart and explanatory accounts of the man y Bei-
heJle i ued a supplements between 1962 and 1979. 
Thi s i one of the fine t working tools of comparative 
data for re earch hi torians, economic ana lysts and 
for genealogi t of large clans and small families. 
a reference work the PJalzatlas circulates within 
the library. ince very few colleges of our size and 
exclu ively undergraduate tatu in the United States 
po e a copy, but we do mean it to be useful 
for our whole clientele, it eems appropriate to call 
your attention by this means. Library personnel will 
glad ly a si t you, shou ld question or problems arise . 
p L TLAS 
Cover design, PJalza llas, with Coat-oj-Arms oj the 
PJalz (top); Financial and occupational maps oj the 
eustadt District about 1584, by Willia Alter. 
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The r inu commun ity and the Penn yl anla Folk-
life ociety rchive housed there ha e been e tremel> 
happy to note se eral donation of German imprint 
and German-language books and almanac publi hed 
in America . Man y have arrived in recent month and 
a number have alread y proved useful to tudent and 
teacher in our Pennsylvania German tudie Program. 
Among them are ome u u ual item which ha e added 
a special fla vor to ummer dutie of the ta ff member in 
the Myrin Library . 
Mo t of these recent acqui iti on are cheduled to be 
availab le for In ter-library u e, unles they are fragi le, 
incomplete, or are rare book. Initial sorting a nd ca ta-
log identification has, of course, po ed ome pecial 
problems. We a re determined that a man y a po ible 
shall be fu ll y processed and ready for hel f use in the 
Fall Term. 
Books and materials concerned with German-speaking 
areas of origi n and related to the history a nd culture 
of the Pennsylvania Dutch are especially appropriate to 
the traditions and the mi sion of the college . We 
deal not only with the founders and the pioneers of 
a bygone age, but as much with their descendants and 
other who carryon those hopes and traditions now 
and in the future. Folk cultural and historical personnel 
and scholars in religious studies may all find some 
assistance in books now under processing. 
Elwetritsche research' 
starts at Myrin Libra-
ry; field study extends 
to the Lehigh Valley 
and to Neustadt! 
Over the past fifteen months, we are delighted to add, 
scholarly utilization of our materials by graduate students, 
undergraduates, authors and private researchers has 
dramatically increased . But then, Libraries and Ar-
chives are for use by subscribers . 
Our audio-cassettes and video-cassette tapes also 
come into a more general use, though additional 
procedural and catalog-index improvements are needed 
there. We note with satisfaction that the vast majority 
of users have acted responsibly and with a dignified re-
serve . The rare exception has made us conscious of 
the many reasons why Oral History Professionals are 
most alert to encroachments and interferences. Small 
wonder that the upcoming Fifteenth National Collo-
quium on Oral History at Durango, Colorado, has 
scheduled a session entitled: "The Pirating of an Oral 
History Interview." Here in the Folklife Archives 
we continue to build for a future when many of the folk 
cultural remnants and traces will have disappeared 
entirely. 
Judith Fryer checks the wording of an item pertin -
ent to the Topical Index in the Folklife ection of the 
Myrin Library . 
The Twenty-Five Year Index to PE YL VA IA 
FOLKLIFE (including the earliest olume of Pennsyl-
vania Dutchman and The Dutchman) i now at the 
printer. The combined work feature a topical index 
co ering those publications, Volume 1 to 25 , from 
1949 to 1976, compiled by J udith Fryer of Ursinus 
College. Under the general direction of William T. 
Par on , Folklife Editor and Archi ist, a second major 
portion of the new book is a Surname Index for 
Migration and Genealogical articles in those same 
twenty-five volumes. 
If all goes as now projected, The Index should be 
ready sometime in Autumn. It will be similar in 
format to the present PENNSYL VANIA FOLKLIFE, 
but approximately double the number of pages in a 
single ordinary issue. It will be bound in a durable 
paper cover intended to withstand library and reference 
use. 
Pre-publ:cation price is $9.75. The Index will be 
available at that price to all our current subscribers 
and to initial subscribers who send in their paid orders 
now. A cut-off date for pre-publication orders and 
pre-publication rate will be established as soon as 
printing details are completed. Price after publication 
(and certainly after 1 January 1981) will be $11.95. 
Delivery will be made to subscribers who have ordered 
and non-subscribers who have paid, as soon as printing 
is completed, hopefully by 1 November 1980. 
The reader is invited to consult the notations inside 
the back cover of this issue of PENNS YL VANIA 
FOLKLIFE for additional details. Or if you prefer, 
write to the Editor for forms, information or additional 
notice: 
Prof. William T. Parsons, EDITOR 
P.O . Box 92 
Collegeville, PA 19426 
We have waited for fifteen years for the completion 
of an Index project. Now that it is so nearly ready, 
the entire staff has felt the impact of a certain urgency 
and excitement. You may rest assured that we will 
speed your copy to you at the very earliest possible 
time . 
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nder a y tem of coop rati e planning in tiruted 
recent! and implemented by Nanc K. augler, of the 
irculation De k, a Back I ue and Reprint ervice 
ha been e tabli hed for Penn yl ania olklife oci ty 
and the Penn I ania erman Program . It operate 
out of the olklife ociet rchi e in yrin Library 
01 and all mpt in till another \\ay to furthcr the 
educational aim of thi organization . 
Per onalized er ice t fit the need of each researcher 
and orre pondent, i ur con tant aim. Thu ne\\ and 
up-dated Ii t , both Back I ue ailable and Rcprint 
urrently in to k, are orrelated with an irrcgularly 
Ouctuating upply. Thi er i e \~ill be even m rc 
ital, we confidently a ume, as Migration Li t and 
Genealogical article in pa t i ue are con ulted by tho e 
u ing the new Index. We try to erve you. 
end your want Ii t of Back I suc or rtick 
Reque ted, or ju t a k for the late t a ailable item 
Ii t from: 
-+8 
ancy K . Gaugler 
Reprint ervi e M -30 I 
P.O . Box 92 
ollegevi lie, P A 19426 
Wc are dclighted to welcomc back Dr. Don Yoder 
to ac ti vc parti cipation on the ditorial Advi sory Board 
o f PE SYLVA IA FOLKLIFE starting with thi s 
is uc . H e has been so prominent in the Folk Culture 
movcmcnt and his work s have been published so often 
on the [J agcs of thi s journal that we welcome him as 
co llcaguc, tut or and friend . We look forward to 
furth cr as~o c iati n with him in active investigation of 
Migrati on, I-o lklifc and Pennsylvania German matter 
on thi s side o f th e Atlantic and in the Rh ineland. 
We are ccrt ainl y happy to alute the return to the 
ditori al Boa rd today of Profe or Yoder, surely the 
Dean o f Ameri ca n olklife Fellow . We can hear hi s 
wry commcnt on thi notice already! 
Profe or Dick Beam 
ketche the outline of 
a folk cultural artifact 
at chaeffer {own Folk 
Fe (ivaI . 
While on the ubject of cholar hip and teaching, 
\ e al 0 congratulate Profe or . Richard Beam of 
Miller ille tate College, \ ho e effort re ulted in one 
of the article in thi ery i ue through an honor 
tudent of hi , and Richard Druckenbrod of Lehigh 
oUIlly and onhampton OUIllY ommunity ollege. 
Their effort in Penn yl ania German dialect and culture 
cia e continue to allract number of young people 
who are plea ed to remember our heritage and who will 
ork to learn ' MUller 11rooch . ffort to analyze 
th educational intere t and pattern. of potential ucce 
in cia room offeri ng ha e been notoriou Iy un ucce s-
ful 0 cr the ear. e rejoice with these ob\ iously 
uc e ful teachers \\ ho elicit trong upport from their 
tudent , the er one the. dri \ c the hard<:, l. Pcrhap 
there is a Ie son lor all thercin. I\la )' the) both enjoy 
continued lIcce~ ! 
Vol II. No. 1 - 7 . S00 
An Early Proponent of 
Medical Hyp "C!iC! in Im~,i~~ 
Br DR 
The Twenty-Five year Index 
At long last the promise of an 
Index as finding guide to The Penn-
sylvania Dutchman, The Dutchman 
and PENNSYLVANIA FOLKLIFE 
is becoming a reality. Our Editorial 
team believes this will serve readers 
and subscribers well. Since we 
currently begin Volume 30, it is 
obvious that The Twenty-Five Year 
Index attempts to list, index and 
cross reference those articles, authors 
and general topics which appeared 
to the end of Volume 25, that is, 
through the Festival Issue 1976. Be 
assured, however, that Five-Year 
Supplements are not only planned 
but the Indexing for Volumes 26 to 
30 has already begun . 
For the convenience of genealogical 
researchers as well, we are pleased 
to announce that a econd portion 
of the work, a Surname Index, lists 
each individual whose name appears 
in Migration articles, Church Records 
or other items of interest in the field 
of Family History; that also for the 
first twenty-five volumes. Current 
subscribers and tho e persons who 
possess long runs of back issues 
will want to take advantage of the 
Pre-publication price of $9.75. To 
reserve your copy of this long-
awaited Index, send check or money 
order in the amount of $9.75 for 
each copy you wish set aside in your 
name; designate INDEX on each 
check when ordering: 
Circulation Desk 
P .O. Box 92 
Collegeville, P A 19426 




Paulus, Margaret R . Flax eed, Root of 
H omespun. 2: 19:2. 
Paxton ille. Belsnickling in 
\ iney. 19 :2: 10. 
The Peacock in Pa. Robackel 
Pearson, John. Dutch Impre ' 
P eas, in the Pod and Out. H I 
peddlers see also itinerants 
Cheap John. Stahl. 4: 13: 
An Old German Peddler. ~ 
Tin Peddler and cou ring 0 
l iller. 5:12:9. 
The Wholesa le Pedd ler. W 
1 :7:5; 4:2:4. 
Peeping into the Past. Showc 
2: 15:4; 3:20: I. 
Peiffer, Karen S . Fon, Cultul 
naire #39; Cider and Wine 
24:4:49. 
_ Folk Cultural Que tionnair 
Brewing Techniques. 25: I: 
Pen ames. Funk. 5:13:7. 
Penman hip. Kieffer. 5: 13 : 
The P ennsylvania Barn in 
Glassie. 15: 2:8; 15:4:12. 
Pennsylvania Broadsides. Yoe 
16:3:28. 
BERCROI\IBI E, James 5:8: 12. 
BT, Amonia 17:2:40. 
H BEl l , ~Iaria 2: 17:6. 
ACHEB CHER, Ca per; Magdalena, 
I :2:34. 
both 
HER, Ephriam Le ter 3:17:7; Esther 3: 
17 :7; Pcter 3: 11 :5,3:17:7. 
ACKER ,\! ,Jacob 5: I :9. 
ACLBRA D, E,lilabeth (Coon) 4:7 :9. 
ACUFF, Catherine (Scheetz); David; Jacob ; 
Ju,tu~; ~I argaret (Acuff) Ochart; Mary (011-
ingcr), all 4:7: . 
DA,\! , Anthony 1 :9:5; Jacob 2: 19:6; Lovina 
2:19:6; .\!argaretha 1:5:6; Pastor 1:9:5, 1:10:6. 
ADA.\I S, Eliza 3:18:7; George 3:15 :6; Joseph 
2: 11 :6. 
E CH. Christi na 1:18 :6. 
AG TER, Jacob 1 :22:6. 
Al TER, John Jacob 2: 10:6. See aJ 0 EYSTER. 
ALBERT, Andreas 1:8: 1; Anna Barbara (\Volff) 
1: : 1; Christian 3:8:5; Framz 3: 11 :5; Georg 
3:5:6; Julianna (Kimzer) 3:5:6; Loremz 1 :8: 1; 
.\!argaretha 1:8:1; Sarah 5:8:13. 
ALBERTTHAL, Ballha ar; Elisabeth Catharina' 
Franz iclau s; Johann iclaus, all 6: 1 :40. ' 
ALBREC HT, Anna 4:3: 15; Daniell :22:6; David 
2:9:6; J . 17 :2:40-41; Jacob 17 :2:39; 10anna 
(Killenberger) 2:9:6; 10hannes 4:3: 15; William 
_ Chalkware. Robac _ke_r_. ~~, ,I ~::;!o.~~ S~e~.a_ls~o:~ ______ ~~~~ 
The Festival and its Sponsorship 
The Kutztown Folk Festival is sponsored by the Pennsylvania Folklife Society, a 
nonprofit educational corporation affiliated with URSINUS COLLEGE, College-
ville , Pennsylvania . The Society ' s purposes are threefold : First, the demonstrating 
and displaying of the lore and folkways of the Pennsylvania Dutch through the 
annual Kutztown Folk Festival; second , the collec:ting , studying , archiving and 
publishing the lore of the Dutch Country and Pennsylvania through the publi-
cation of PENNSYLVANIA FOLKLIFE Magazine; and third , using the proceeds 
for scholarships and general educational purposes at URSINUS COLLEGE. 
FOR THE FOLK FESTIVAL BROCHURE WRITE TO: 
Pennsylvania folklife Society 
College Blvd. & Vine, Kutztown. Pa.19SJO 
